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MACHINE RELIABILITY RESEARCH OF LOW MECHANIZATION IN THE
MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS OF ADJARA WITH THE AIM OF ITS INCREASING
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Abstract: The article explored the operational reliability of agricultural machinery of low mechanization operating in the mountain
conditions of Ajara, carried out the classification of machine parts on the basis of their structural and technological homogeneity and
specific working conditions, highlighted the least reliable components and parts, developed a theoretical basis for calculating the reliability
in contrast to mobile machines , the corresponding structural and logical schemes were drawn up.
As a result of statistical studies, integral and differential distribution functions of reliability indicators have been obtained, their general
characteristics have been determined and the values of single and complex reliability indicators have been determined, resource-saving
technology has been developed to increase the reliability and resource of mini-technology. technology for the region of Adjara, as well as its
parameters and rational about service-organization of the pilot plant.
KEYОВWORDS: MACHINE, SMALL MECHANIZATION, RELIABILITY, PROBABILITY-STATISTICAL MODEL, SERVICE
Adjara is one of the distinguished regions of Georgia with
its diverse natural conditions, relief and soil and climatic
peculiarities. There are mountainous terrain, angled, steep sloping
lands and small contour plots, which are characterized by sharply
expressed curves. In addition, high density and sun radiation is
observed in most parts of the region.
The above mentioned factors are negatively affecting the
reliability of mobile and small mechanized machinery, imported
from abroad, causing reduction of their technical resources and
employability. The productivity is reduced, the cost of fuel and
lubricants increases, technical management and sustainability
becomes more difficult, loads while stopping or releasing the
vehicle are increased and according to the final calculations,
resources of aggregates, nodes and parts of the machinery are
reduced.
The use of mobile techniques in the highlands is
characterized by low profitability, as the frequent maneuvering in
turnings causes fuel consumption and increases operational time, as
well as the downtime of the equipment.
Based on the above mentioned, determination of
quantitative indicators of operational reliability of agricultural
machinery operating in Adjara, resource saving innovative
technology development for restoration of the depreciated parts and
establishment of rational forms of technical services appears to be a
very important scientific problem, having a practical character.
The purpose of our research is to develop technological and
organizational measures for increasing the reliability and resources
of small mechanization agricultural machinery in Adjara,
substantiation of a new technological process and equipment to
restore the depreciated parts, optimization of modes, calculation of
technical and economic indicators and development of rational
forms of technical service for Adjara Region.

negative impact on an operational efficiency of the equipment.
Specific conditions characteristic to Adjara Region have a
significant effect on the efficiency of agricultural machinery. The
productivity and capacity is reduced, the cost of fuel and lubricants
increases, technical management and sustainability becomes more
difficult, loads while stopping or releasing the vehicle are increased
and according to the final calculations, resources of aggregates,
nodes and parts of the machinery are reduced.
On the basis of the research analysis, which have been
carried out, as well as the existing scientific and research works,
carried out to improve the reliability indicators of small
mechanization machinery, the present paper substantiates the type
of foreign agricultural equipment that would be the most efficient
for Georgian conditions and which would enable us to take
measures to increase the reliability and predictability as well.
Analysis of modern methods of restoration of the parts of
agricultural machinery and the characteristics of their use for small
mechanization machinery have been conducted.
The object of the research was modern agricultural
machinery of private farms in Adjara Region, imported from
abroad, operational reliability indicators of which have not been
studied yet in terms of working in local conditions.
The objects of our research were mainly agricultural
tractors and technical means of small mechanization, as well as
agricultural machinery and tools, plates, milling cutters, cultivators
and seeders.
We have used the methods, developed by V. Mikhlin and
J. Katsitadze [2] to select and justify the quantity of the machinery.
Based on the above mentioned method, the mean
arithmetic value of the research object, the average square deviation
of the indicator and variation coefficient have been determined. For
the purpose of obtaining statistical data, a special log of agricultural
machinery data was developed together with J. Katsitadze[1]. The
log reflected all the data of the machinery, to be studied: work on
malfunction, type and reason of malfunction and time, required to
eliminate the malfunction, less reliable nodes and other data.
The statistical information about the reliability of small
mechanization machinery was collected and the plan to examine the
reliability was selected. The statistical array of small mechanization
malfunctions is presented below. The following plans were used by
us in collecting statistical indicators of exploitation reliability of
agricultural machinery, existing in Adjara.
The
plan
of reliability test was selected
according to the standard, which envisages five plans: NUN, NUT,
NUr, NRT and NRr. In the given plans, the Latin notions are
defined as follows[1,2]:

Adjara region is one of the distinguished regions of
Georgia with diverse natural conditions, relief and soil-climatic
peculiarities. There are mountainous terrain, angled, steep sloping
lands and small contour plots, which are characterized by sharply
expressed curves. In addition, high density and sun radiation is
observed in most parts of the region.
The above mentioned factors are obviously negatively
affecting the reliability of mobile and small mechanized machinery,
imported from abroad, causing reduction of their technical
resources and employability.
The abrasive particles of the environment and cultivating
agricultural crops, as well as the alternating dynamic loads, which
are caused by the curved terrain and small contour plots, have a
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N - Number of machinery, tested for reliability;
T - Time for testing reliability;
r - Number of malfunctions during the test on reliability;
U - Replacement of the failed machinery.
The correctness of filling out the log had been periodically
examined. Later, collected statistical material was processed using
special methods, according to the probabilistic statistical modeling.
The statistical analysis has given the following statistical array[3]

22; 22; 22; 22; 22; 22,1; 22,4; 23; 23; 23; 23; 24; 24,4;
25; 26; 26; 30; 30,2; 30,8; 31; 31; 31; 32; 32; 32; 32; 32; 33; 35;
35; 37; 37; 38; 38; 38; 39; 40; 40; 40,4; 41; 42; 42; 42; 42; 42; 42;
42; 45; 46; 47; 48; 48; 49; 49; 50; 50; 50; 50; 50; 50,8; 52; 52; 52;
52; 52; 52,4; 54; 57; 58; 59; 59; 59; 60; 62; 62; 62; 62; 62; 62; 67;
67; 68; 70; 71; 72; 72; 72; 72; 72; 73; 74; 74; 81; 82; 82; 82; 82;
90; 90; 92; .
After compiling a variation array, we can define the

200; 201; 204; 210; 230; 200; 300; 210; 310; 400; 300; 290; 220;
224; 210; 330; 400; 350; 360; 380; 400; 384; 390; 350; 360; 420;
500; 480; 470; 200; 300; 290; 240; 290; 240; 380; 400; 430; 460;
880; 480; 470; 480; 500; 550; 500; 580; 520; 600; 800; 890; 300;
280; 282; 288; 200; 440; 460; 580; 600; 504; 720; 600; 570; 700;
800; 710; 200; 370; 450; 500; 300; 480; 660; 700; 680; 690; 700;
900; 300; 400; 330; 360; 400; 340; 500; 480; 488; 500; 600; 570;
600; 650; 700; 650; 700; 720; 800; 790; 800; 900; 600.
A variation array of malfunction is compiled for the
mathematical processing and probabilistic statistical modeling,
which differs from the statistical one by its escalating order:

empirical frequency of the malfunction work
and the relative
frequency, i.e. empirical probability by the following formula:

Where

is the number of malfunctions, which equals to

.
Table 1 presents calculation results.

Table 1: Empirical and relative frequencies of malfunction works of small mechanization machinery
Empiric
al
frequen

The interval
of the work on

frequency

malfunction

Determining the general
malfunction work:

Relative

cy

22...32

27

27

0.27

32...42

37

20

0.20

42...52

47

18

0.18

52...62

57

14

0.14

62...72

67

10

0.10

72..82

77

8

0.08

82...92

87

3

0.03

Total

100

1.00

characteristics

of

distribution

of
The density of distribution of probabe malfunctions i.e. differential
function of distribution according to the exponential law will be:

_ Arithmetic average:

Integral distribution function:
And the probability of work without malfunction will equal to:

H.
_ Dispersion:

The mentioned formulas were used to calculate the reliability of
engine blocks.
_ Average square deviation:
H.
_ Variation coefficient:

Then, the intensity of malfunctions of engine blocks will be:

H-1.
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Table 2. Values of differential function of distribution of engine blocks reliability
The interval
of the work
on
malfunction

Interval
average

Empiric
al
frequenc
y

Relative
frequen
cy

Distribution
density

Distributio
n density

(Empirical)
22...32
32...42
42...52
52...62
62...72
72..82
82...92

27
37
47
57
67
77
87

27
20
18
14
10
8
3

0.27
0.20
0.18
0.14
0.10
0.08
0.03

1.72
1.30
1.02
0.66
0.52
0.44
0.32

1.82
1.4
1.06
0.78
0.59
0.48
0.34

the dealers’ patronage in the first period in Georgia. In the
future, these works will be gradually distributed among independent
dealers. The specialized repairing workshops can be used as
factory-producers and the service centers, general purpose
workshops, etc. - as independent dealers.
The organizational structure of the dealer service for
Adjara conditions should be selected based on the rational use of
existing repairment-service industries. Developed countries offer us
a dealer service organization scheme in the agrarian field, which is
shown on Picture 6.

Fig. 1. Probability of engine blocks work without malfunction
1. Histogram, 2. Empirical curve, 3. Theoretical curve

Fig. 3 The structural s
cheme of dealer service in agro-industrial field
Small mechanization machinery service is one of the most
important problems for Adjara Region, as there is still no repair
workshop, which would provide technical services and repair work
of the equipment. An important problem is the determination of the
optimal deployment of the mentioned enterprise.
To address this problem, the experience of developed
countries, also, the scientific understanding of the problem for
selecting the location of the service center, minimum expenditures
on agricultural equipment as service facility and other factors,
examined by A. Sterzhes, I. Levitski, A. Achkurin and J.
Katsitadze{4,5], should be taken into consideration. We use J.
Katsitadze’s [6]method in our study, which takes the mountainous
relief of Adjara, soil and climatic conditions and concentration
degree of the equipment and constructional peculiarities in separate
regions into consideration.
For the implementation of these methods, Adjara regions
- Kobuleti, Khelvachauri, Keda, Shuakhevi and Khulo were
selected as trial sited, as well as the agricultural machinery existing
in the mentioned regions. The necessary material were taken using
the geograohical map of the region, as well as the data, provided by
the Ministry of Agriculture of Adjara and State Department of
Statistics. In particular, the total number of the agricultural
machinery of small mechanization in the region, according to their

Fig. 2. Graphs of integral function of engine block malfunction
distribution
1. Histogram 2. Empirical curve of distributio
3. Theoretical curve of distribution.
The operating reliability unit of small mechanization
machinery, working in mountainous conditions and the theoretical
basics and methodology for the study of complex indicators have
been processed.
Technical services form, acceptable and rationale for the
Adjara Region is discussed, based on the world best practices
analysis, in this Chapter.
In the nearest transition period, it is necessary to introduce
a system of dealer service in Adjara, in which firm technical service
system will operate simultaneously. Having 80% of the technical
services and repairs of tractors in the developed countries,
particularly in the US, are carried out by independent dealers, it is
desirable that 90% of the mentioned works were implemented by
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brands, their total weight, distance between the objects, also the
coordinates were determined.
In order to find the optimal location for the service centers of
the agricultural equipment on the basis of the example of the Adjara
Region, first of all, we developed a scheme, showing the location of
the service centers and distance between them and only after that
we determined the work necessary to perform the transportation
works of agricultural objects.

Conclusions
1. The present paper substantiates the peculiarities of
.
small mechanization agricultural machinery work, operating in
Adjara mountainous region and their impact on a working capacity
is analyzed.
2. Constructive peculiarities of small mechanization
machinery and their key defects in mountainous conditions are
discussed and the most deprecated parts that have a substantial
effect on operational reliability were established.
3. Theoretical basis for calculation of the reliability of minitechniques, increasing their number and restoration of the
depreciated deficit parts with the help of the innovative resource
saving technologies is processed on the example of mountainous
region of Adjara.
On the basis of analysis of theoretical and experimental
works, it was established that the average work of engine blocks on

According to the scheme, we determined the following:

MJ.

malfunction, operating in Adjara amounts to

MJ.

=47H, intensity of

malfunctions H-1, probability of working without
malfunctions - P(H)=0,54, preparedness coefficient – Kprep.=0,8 and
coefficient of technical application- Kt.u.=0,76 .
Adequate mathematical models are obtained, which allow
us to predict reliability indicators.
4. Distribution of the types of malfunctions is studied
according to the separate regions of Adjara. It was detected that
they are:
- Constructive - 30%;
- Production - 26%;
- Exploitation - 44%.
The biggest share is exploitation malfunctions - 44 %, which can be
explained by the peculiarities of working of equipment and low
qualification of mechanical engineers
5. The optimal location for the service centers for the small
mechanization machinery in Adjara Region and rational forms of
services are substantiated

MJ.

MJ.

MJ.
Where A is work spent on equipment transportation, MJ;
P - weight of equipment to be transported;
S - tranportation distance, km.
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Fig. 4 Calculation scheme for substantiation of optimal
deployment of small mechanization machinery maintenance
industry in Adjara.
The studies have shown that Shuakhevi Region can be
considered as an optimal location for the technical service and
maintenance of small mechanization machinery in Adjara Region.
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Device for increasing the service life of small-scale mechanization

Device for restoration of parts with electrosparking alloying

General view of the vibrator
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THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF TRACTIVE RESISTANCE OF ROTARY TYPE
SEEDERS
Ass. Prof., PhD, Iu. MELNIC, Ass. Prof., PhD, Piotr SCLEAR
State Agrarian University of Moldova, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova,
iu.melnic@uasm.md, sklear@mail.ru
Abstract: The use of modern methods of conservative farming requires an ever more in-depth study of the design of agricultural machinery,
ensuring the high-quality execution of technological operations. The development of seeders for No-till, Mini-till and Strip-till technologies
assumes theoretical and experimental studies of the working bodies of the designed seeder. At the same time it is necessary to prepare the
feasibility study of its use, which in the conditions of market economy and various forms of land management is very important. This article
is devoted to the substantiation of the tractive resistance of the seed drill’s seeding section.
KEYWORDS: ROTARY TYPE SEEDER, ROTARY SEED DRILL, RUNNER, TRACTIVE RESISTANCE, SEEDING SECTION.
Introduction
Conservative technologies are widely spread in the world.
Therefore, the idea of protecting the soil by reducing the direct
mechanical effects on the soil is more relevant than ever [1].
Modern technologies suppose not only advanced agricultural
technology, but also new solutions for the realization of technological operations with minimal production costs and high quality.
That is why the construction of agricultural machinery is in
permanent improvement. In addition, new machines, new solutions
and constructions are being developed.
Conservative technologies No-til, Mini-till, Strip-till etc.
involve the use of agricultural machines with rotary disc working
organs to perform agricultural work such as soil preparation for
sowing, shredding and soil incorporation of vegetal remains and
weed control [2]. But, it also applies to sowing machines, the rotary
type of which essentially reduces the tractive resistance of the
sowing unit.
At the same time, the production experience and long-term
tests of row seeders, conducted at the Moldavian State Testing
Station, showed that these seeders do not fulfill the requirements of
ATR for uniformity of seeding in intervals in a row. The seeders do
not reach the normative uniformity of seeding 24...35%. So, with an
increase in working speeds the uniformity of seeding is reduced.
A wide use in the agricultural production of energy-saturated
and high-speed tractors urgently requires the transfer of seeding
technology to high speeds, but the problem of quality cultivation of
row crops remains unresolved. At the moment, we need new
principles for the technology for seeding row crops and new
constructive solutions for the creation of planting technology.
Improving the seeding technology and creating the seeding
technique able to make the discrete sowing of the row crops at high
speeds and with a high degree of planting uniformity at a given
planting distance represents an urgent task [3].

Fig.1. The diagram of the forces acting on the land
wheel of the seeder:
G is the load on the wheel; N – the reaction of the soil to the wheel;
F is the friction force; Q – the reaction of the soil to the runner;
P – traction force of the tractor; r – the radius of the land wheel;
a – length of the runner; h – the depth of the runner
plunging into the soil.
Taking into account the accepted assumptions, the equations of
forces and moments applied to the land wheel, at runner’s plunging
into the soil, are the following:
(1)
𝑥 = 𝑃 − 𝐹 + 𝑄𝑥 = 0
(2)
𝑦 = 𝑁 + 𝑄𝑦 − 𝐺 = 0
=
𝐹
∙
𝑟
−
𝑄
𝑟
+
𝑎
=
0
(3)
𝑀𝑜
The resistance of the rotary seed drill is due to the rolling of
the impellers along the soil. The rolling process of the land wheel of
the seed drill has two phases: rolling the wheel rim along the soil
and rolling the wheel along the soil over the runner.
In the first rolling phase, wheel resistance is determined by
the Granvuane-Goryachkin formula[4]:

Material and method
A promising area for improving technology and technique for
sowing row crops is the sowing with rotary seed drills in which
discrete seedbed formation with discrete seed laying is coordinated.
To perform such sowing, it was developed a pneumatic rotary seed
drill [3].
The seed wheel of a rotary seed drill is a support, transport
and working element that ensures the implementation of the
technological process. In the process, the wheel rotates and rolls due
to the force of adhesion of the rim to the soil. The presence of
runners on the wheel, creating additional rolling resistance, causes
uneven sliding of the wheel rim over the soil.
The forces acting on the sowing wheel due to these factors are
shown in Fig.1.
The amount of wheel slip is influenced by: load (G),
determined by the mass of the sowing section, wheel radius (R), the
length of the hole formers (a) and the physicomechanical properties
of the soil. At the same time, assumptions were made: 1) the force
Q applied to the tip of the runners is directed perpendicularly to the
radius of the wheel on which the runner is located; 2) the depth of
the track is insignificant and does not have a significant effect on
the rolling process of the sowing wheel.

𝑃 = 0,86
9

3

𝐺4
𝑘∙𝐵∙𝐷 2

13

= 0,86 𝑘 −3

𝐺4
𝐵∙𝐷 2

(4)

In which connection 𝑘 = 𝑞,
4
where: q - coefficient of volumetric soil compression;
G - total wheel load;
В - wheel rim width;
D - wheel diameter.
In the second rolling phase, additional resistance occurs, created by
the runner. To determine it, we assume that the resistance consists
of two resistances: resistance from pressing the rim into the soil (P 1)
and resistance from the introduction of the runner and its movement
in the soil (P2):
𝑃 = 𝑃1 + 𝑃2 .
(5)
Since these two forces are functionally interconnected, the
total load on the land wheel during rolling is appropriately
distributed between the rim and the runner.
The scheme of the forces acting on the land wheel remains the
same as shown in Fig. 2, but with the replacement of the force P by
(P2) and equation (1) will have the following form:
(6)
𝑥 = 𝑃2 − 𝐹 + 𝑄𝑥 = 0
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Thus, the total resistance of the drill’s land wheel during rolling is
determined by the expression:

From this equation
𝑃2 = 𝐹 − 𝑄𝑥
Further, from Fig.1 it follows that
𝑄𝑥 = 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼,

(7)

𝑄𝑦 = 𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼.

(9)

where:

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 =

𝑟+ℎ
𝑟+𝑎

,

(10)

sin𝛼 =

𝑟+𝑎
𝑟

13

P=0,86 𝑘 −3

(8)

(11)

𝑟+𝑎
𝑟+𝑎

𝑄𝑦 =
(13)
𝑟
Substituting equations (12 and (13) into equation (6), we obtain:
𝑃2 = 𝑄

𝑟(𝑟+𝑎)

13

P=0,86 𝑘 −3

𝑃2 = 𝑄
(15)
𝑟+𝑎
The obtained equation determines the resistance force caused
by the runner.
The track formed by the wheel rim is proportional to the force
of the reaction N (Figure 1). So, according to equation (2), the load
on the rim of the land wheel is expressed by the equation:
𝑁 = 𝐺 − 𝑄𝑒
(16)
Then using the Granvoyane-Goryachkin equation (4), the
rolling resistance of the land wheel rim will be:
𝑃1 = 0,86 𝑘

4𝐵∙𝑟 2

13

(𝐺−𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 )4
4𝐵∙𝑟 2

(𝐺−𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 )4
4𝐵∙𝑟 2

+ 𝑞𝑠ℎ

13

𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 |ℎ=0 = 0,86 𝑘 −3
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 |ℎ=𝑎
𝛼=90𝑜 = 𝑞𝑠ℎ

(17)

(19)

𝑎2
+2𝑎 −ℎ
𝑟

(21)

𝑟+𝑎

𝑎2
+2𝑎 −ℎ
𝑟

𝑟+𝑎

(𝐺−𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 )4

+0,86

4𝐵∙𝑟 2
13

𝑘 −3

(𝐺−𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 )4
4𝐵∙𝑟 2

(22)
(23)

To determine the nature of the change in wheel resistance
according to the data from Table 1, graphs of equation (23) are
built, shown in Fig.2.

and taking into account expression (9), it will take the following
form:
𝑃1 = 0,86 𝑘 −3

𝑟+𝑎

Rezults and discussions
From the obtained equation, it can be seen that, under
determined conditions in the rolling phase of the wheel over the
runner, rolling resistance varies according to a complex law,
depending on the penetration of the runner into the soil.
The limiting values of the resistance force are determined
from the condition:
0≤ ℎ ≤ 𝑎

𝑎2
+2𝑎 −ℎ
𝑟

(𝐺−𝑄𝑦 )4

𝑎2
+2𝑎−ℎ
𝑟

(14)

After the transformations, we have:

1
− 3
3

4𝐵∙𝑟 2

+𝑄

The force Q applied to the runner is determined by the
following equation:
𝑄 = 𝑞 ∙ 𝑠 ∙ ℎ,
(20)
where: q - coefficient of bulk soil contortion;
s - cross –section area of the runner;
h - depth of the runner’s penetration into the soil.
Substituting the equation (20) in equation (19) we get the final form
of the equation of rolling resistance of the land wheel:

Taking into account expression (10) and (11), from the equalities
(8) and (3) we define the values of 𝑄𝑥 and F.
𝑟+ℎ
𝑄𝑥 = 𝑄
(12)

(𝑟+𝑎)2 −(𝑟+ℎ)

(𝐺−𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 )4

(18)

Table 1. Values for calculating the resistance of the seeding section of a rotary seed drill
Names of quantities

Symbols

Dimension

Values

Wheel radius
Land wheel rim’s width
Runner’s length
Cross-sectional area of the runner
Wheel load
Coefficient of soil contortion
Coefficient of the formula

r
B
a
s
G
q
k

см
см
см
см2
Н
Н/см2
Н/см2

30
17
8
12
500
2
4,5

where 𝜑 - angle of the wheel rotation with respect to the horizontal
diameter.
ℎ = (𝑟 + 𝑎)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
(26)
𝑟+ℎ
whence
𝜑 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛
(27)
𝑟+𝑎

Therefore, the displacement of the land wheel, depending on
the depth of the runner’s penetration into the soil, is determined by
the formula:
𝑟+ℎ
𝑥 = 𝑟 ∙ 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛
(28)
𝑟+𝑎
As the results, the graphs show that the tractive resistance of
the rotary seed drill for a complete revolution of the wheel is
cyclical.
Conclusions
1. Tractive resistance of the section of a rotary seed drill
depends on the mass, diameter and width of the land wheel rim, the
length of the runners, the depth of their penetration into the soil and
the physical and mechanical properties of the soil.
2. Tractive resistance of the rotary seed drill for a complete
revolution of the wheel is cyclical: when rolling the wheel along the
rim, the resistance is minimal; when it rolls over the runner, it
increases and reaches its maximum value when the runner is
completely plunged into the soil.

Fig. 2. Tractive resistance of the section of a rotary seed drill:
Р1 – rolling resistance of land wheel rim; Р2 – rolling resistance
caused by the runner; Р- total rolling resistance of the seed section.
When building the graphs, it was taken into account that the
resistance of the land wheel is simultaneously a function of the
wheel displacement (x) and of the depth of the runner’s penetration
into the soil (h):
𝑃 = [𝑥𝑓 ℎ ]
(24)
𝑥 =𝑟∙𝜑
(25)
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COMPUTERIZED TEST BENCH FOR TRACTOR CABS
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Abstract: In the paper is described a new computerized test bench for strength testing of roll over protective structures (ROPS) in tractor
cabs. The static test procedure complies with international labor safety standards accepted in the Republic of Belarus.
Keywords: ROPS, TRACTORS, LABOR SAFETY, AUTOMATION

1. Introduction

2. Computerized test bench description

A Roll-Over Protective Structures (ROPS) of tractor cabins are
highly effective engineering safety controls that can avoid or reduce
the severity of injuries in the event of tractor overturns. The testing
of protective structures on tractors is aimed to introduce quality
assurance methods of the ISO 9000 type that means to simplify
existing international trade procedures, to establish specifications
and basic performance criteria and to ensure a minimum of quality
for the traded tractor models.

The stand is made in the form of a power steel frame and
mounted on a reinforced concrete base. The test object – a tractor
cabin – is installed inside the stand. In order to take into account the
rigidity of the mounting the cabin on the tractor base frame, the
ROPS device was fixed according to its actual installation on the
tractor. Inside the tested ROPS was installed DLV [1] – a dummy
simulating the position of the driver.
The loading was carried out by means of vertical and horizontal
hydraulic cylinders. The hydraulic system of the stand provides a
maximum force of 2200 kN that allows to test the protective cabins
of tractors of total weight up to 110 tons. During the testing process
monitoring of load force and cabin deformation is carried out.

In accordance with international standard [1] ROPS to be tested
by the application of static loads that simulate the actual loads
which can be imposed on the cab or frame when the machine
overturns without free-fall. A static test procedure [2], currently
adopted worldwide, involves a sequence of loadings, determined on
the basis of the tractor reference mass while ensuring preserving
intact a survival volume for driver protection in the event of a
tractor overturn. At these loadings also there should be registered
and estimated values of an energy or a force that have to be
absorbed or sustained. The value of the absorbed energy and the
magnitude of the allowable deformation under the action of a lateral
force are important for assessing the protective ability of a ROPS
under conditions corresponding to the impact of a protective
structure with frozen soil, concrete, etc.

The loading force is measured by dynamometer АЦД/1С500/4И-2 [2]. Such dynomometers are of accuracy class 2 and are
used to measure smoothly varying tensile and compression forces of
various actuators under industrial conditions. Structurally, the
АЦД/1С-500/4И-2 dynamometer is a strain gauge sensor that is
connected to an electronic measuring indicator (secondary signal
converter from a strain gauge sensor) by means of a communication
cable. The indicator unit has a backlit liquid crystal display. The
unit is self-powered from built-in batteries or from a 220 V
network. RS232 digital interface is used to transmit data to a digital
control device (programmable logic controller, PLC).

When testing, there is no need to accurately duplicate loading
processes with deformations of the structure close to those which
occur during the actual rollover of a particular tractor. The study of
the results of various real rollovers and theoretical studies of the
characteristics of the ROPS hope that the operator fixed on the
tractor driver seat by the security belt will be sufficiently protected
at least under the following conditions: when moving the tractor
forward at speed of 0 to 16 km per hour on a solid clay surface with
a tilt angle up to 30°; when tilting the tractor through 360° along the
longitudinal axis without losing contact with the supporting surface.

ROPS deformation is measured using a RF 603-245 / 1000-232
laser triangulation displacement sensor [3]. Triangulation laser
sensors are designed for contactless measurement and control of
position, displacement, dimensions, surface profile, deformations,
etc. The operation of the sensor is based on the principle of optical
triangulation (see fig. 1). The radiation of the semiconductor laser 1
is focused by the lens 2 on the object 6. The radiation scattered on
the object by lens 3 is collected on the CMOS ruler 4. Moving an
object 6 – 6' causes a corresponding movement of the image. The
signal processor 5 calculates the distance to the object by the
position of the image of the light spot on the ruler 4. The sensor is
installed so that the monitored object is located within the zone of
the sensor working distance range. There should be no other objects
in the area of the radiation incident on the object and reflected from
it.

In accordance with [1], the static test procedure includes the
following steps:
 lateral loading imitating tipping machine;
 vertical load imitating roof flip;
 longitudinal loading is performed from the side closest to the
operator.
According to safety requirements, all ROPS safety devices must
be tested for compliance once every five years by carrying out field
tests simulating their loading when the machine rolls over. The
Republic of Belarus produces domestic models of tractors and other
agricultural machines. "Minsk Tractor Works", OJSC today is one
of the largest producers of agricultural equipment, not only in the
countries of the former USSR, but throughout the world. Therefore,
an urgent task there was a creation in the Republic of Belarus a
domestic automated stand for testing and certification of ROPS
devices. Such a stand was developed on at the State Institution
“Belarusian Machine Testing Station” in cooperation with
specialists of the Department of Automated Production
Management Systems of Belarussian state agrarian technical
university that developed the test automation and program control
of the technological equipment of the stand.

Fig. 1 Laser triangulation distance meter.
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10 moving forward ″On/Off″ control button for the horizontal
loading test;
11 moving backward ″On/Off″ control button for the horizontal
loading test;
12 moving forward ″On/Off″ control button for the vertical loading
test;
13 moving backward ″On/Off″ control button for the vertical
loading test;
14 graph showing the change in time of the current absorbed
deformation energy.

Ethernet interface is used to transfer data to PLC. The
accumulation and transfer of data to PLC occurs in stream mode. At
the same time, the internal sensor transfer buffer is first filled with
measured data (buffer size – 168 measurements). After filling the
buffer, the sensor automatically transmits a packet with data
accumulated in this transmission buffer to the UDP network.
The value D of the result transmitted by the sensor is
normalized so that the full range of the sensor (S mm) corresponds
to the number of 4000h (16384), so the result X [mm] is obtained
by the formulae:
DS
.
(1)
4000h
A PLC B&R X20CP1301 [4] manufactured by B&R (Austria)
is used as a digital control device. PLCs of the X20 series can be
used both in standard applications and in tasks requiring the highest
performance. They provide a run cycle time of 200 µs. The
X20CP1301 is equipped with an Intel x86 200 MHz compatible
processor, 128 MB RAM and 1 GB built-in flash drive. The FRAM
for saving remanent variables has 16 kB available. B&R PLCs of
the X20 series are equipped with RS232, Ethernet and USB
interfaces. Кроме того, каждое ЦПУ имеет соединение
POWERLINK для связи в режиме реального времени. The X20
series CPU is designed to be mounted on a mounting rail inside the
control panel.
X 

VNC technology uses standard communication methods to
allow a system to be controlled remotely from a desktop or laptop
(see fig. 2). TCP/IP is used for the network, which means nearly
any Internet-capable network connection can be used. The Remote
Frame Buffer (RFB) protocol is documented and has been
implemented in Visual Components on the server side. The VNC
visualization can be operated with either a mouse / touch screen
(recommended) or using the PC keyboard. Compared to a local
visualization, operating a visualization of the described control task
via VNC has the only limitation that the performance (page
generation) is limited to 100 ms. In general, if the performance of
the VNC server controller is not sufficient, a higher refresh rate
should be used. Therefore, key or button actions that must be
stopped promptly during processing cannot be configured via VNC.

Fig. 3 Main window appearance of the control PLC program.

The test bench is certified for compliance with international
standards in the Republic of Belarus. Currently, the bench is used to
test ROPS of the tractors manufactured in Belarus by "Minsk
Tractor Works", OJSC. ROPS tests of European and American
tractor manufacturers are also commercially performed on the
orders of Russian companies importing agricultural machinery.
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Fig. 2 Virtual Network Computing architecture of the ROPS test bench.

The appearance of the main program window is shown in fig. 3.
The main program window contains the following controls:
1 choice of the test type;
2 tractor weight input/output field;
3 input/output field for the maximum limit value of the load
force;
4 input/output field for the maximum limit value of the
deformation energy;
5 output of the data of laser triangulation displacement sensor;
6 output of the dynamometer data;
7 output of the current value of absorbed deformation energy;
8 hydraulic pump control button;
9 hydraulic valve control button;
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CREATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL PROTOTYPE OF THE
PTCS DEVICE IN PRODUCTION
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Kazakh National Agrarian University, Research and production Center of resource saving technologies «SAPA»
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Abstract: There are growing appeals for the tilting chamber (TC) technology equipped with the "PTC-S" device, which is a
profound improvement of the technology of mechanized harvesting of cereals, fodder and oilseeds; and other existing technologies in the
field of transportation of beveled crop into the threshing and shredding chamber, etc. That is why TC equipped with "PTC-S" refers to the
new generation of working tools for transporting the crop from the harvester or pick-up to the threshing and separating device of the
harvesting machine. The development has significant advantages, among which the main ones are: a significant increase in energy
efficiency, reduction of quantitative and qualitative grain losses during harvesting, etc.
KEYWORDS: HARVESTING
IMPLEMENTATION IN PRODUCTION.
1.

MACHINE,

TILTING

CHAMBER

GRAIN

LOSSES,

EFFICIENCY,

harvesting machines, is created in the development of the family of
inventions. Executed theoretical, methodological and practical
aspects of creation and development of new families of lowering
harvesting machines [1-20, etc.] will be able to solve technical
problems of harvesting grain, fodder and oilseed crops in close
connection with resource saving.
Objective: to establish small-scale production, to provide
services to introduce and increase the investment attractiveness of
PTC-S and a new-generation tilting chamber for cleaning machines.

Introduction

Usually, harvesting of non-uniformly ripening crops
begins a earlier than their full ripeness. Unfortunately, this approach
results in problems related to partial immaturity of the freshly
harvested seeds . Their humidity index is quite high, although lower
than in the initial stages of seed maturation. The activity of the
enzyme complex is below the maximum level, but the biochemical
processes in the seeds are still intense. As the matter of fact, the
processes of synthesis of lipids and other spare substances in seeds
are almost complete (this is proved by the fact that seeds reach
harvesting ripeness) and the content, for example, in oilseeds, oil
can grow only in the most immature seeds.
The activity of biochemical and physiological processes
in individual groups of seeds harvested within the time limits
recommended by the agrotechnical standards can significantly vary
. This is due to the diversity of seeds, as well as the difference in the
humidity of seeds harvested at different times of day and under
different weather conditions.
Thus, freshly harvested seed mass is characterized by
incompleteness of maturation and as a result by high instability to
the influence of external unfavorable factors during further storage.
Due to the high biochemical activity of the mass of
freshly harvested seeds as a biological system is in an unstable state.
Seeds are easily subjected to profound and destructive changes,
which leads to their death as living organisms. In order to preserve
freshly harvested seeds, it is necessary to create special conditions
for biochemical processes to proceed in the desired direction. Under
the appropriate storage and treatment conditions, the maturation of
the freshly harvested seeds continues after the harvest, i.e. they are
ripened after the harvest. In this regard, the minimization of macroand micro-deformation of priority crops during the mechanized
harvesting contributes to the reduction of deep destructive changes
in the productive part of the harvested crop.
Increased requirements for food security and quality of
production of cereals from grain of domestic varieties of grain and
legumes, seeds of fodder and oilseeds, which is in high demand and
ensures competitiveness in the domestic market, as well as access to
foreign markets require the creation of regional technologies and
effective working bodies of the new generation for the production
of priority types of crops.
In this regard, the introduction of technology of
harvesting by means of PTC-S, which allows to minimize
quantitative and qualitative losses during the harvesting of cereals,
seeds of fodder and oilseeds, is an urgent and priority task.
2.1.

ADAPTATION,

2.2.Solution of the given problem
Adjustment of PTC-S to the inclined chambers of
harvesting machines is designed for transportation of biomass of
priority crops into the threshing machine, preliminary leveling of
biomass and separation of grain to the threshing machine. PTC-S
meets all requirements of the Kazakhstani market and modern
achievements of the world combine building. According to expert
estimates, the new generation of TC approaches any crops in
Kazakhstan. It can be used in fields with different degrees of crop
yield: from low (8 c/ha) to high (40 c/ha) and regardless of
agroclimatic zones.
The dynamics of grain production in the Republic of
Kazakhstan tends to grow.
Marketing researches conducted on the market of
harvesting machines show that the market - with the existing level
of prices and quality parameters of products can become a leading
manufacturer of devices "PTC-S" for threshing and harvesting of
priority crops.
Prospects for the development of the market of cleaning
technology by means of "PTC-S" allow us to predict an increase in
the volume of services provided, sales and appropriate utilization of
production capacity of the company.
Implementation of innovative technological and technical
solutions will make it possible to create and improve the harvesting
machine, significantly reduce losses of grain and seed crops during
harvesting, improve their quality, improve the sanitary and hygienic
condition of grain products, including increase: commodity, sowing,
productive and immune qualities of seeds, as well as their resistance
to storage.
The target market is the global market for cleaning
equipment. This innovation is not only regionally advanced, but
also globally advanced, so the global demand for postcommercialization products is projected to be strong.
2.3 Results and discussion
Advantage of development over existing technologies:
1. Energy efficiency. Proposed for commercialization
energy-efficient TC with PTC-S allows to reduce up to 10% of
energy consumption during the threshing of beveled crops to the
same degree of threshing compared to a combine harvester with a

Preconditions and means for resolving the

problem
One of the ways to reduce the quantitative and qualitative
losses of agricultural crops, as well as increase the performance of
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traditional inclined chamber (flat-bottomed TC, TC with spacer,
etc.). This is achieved due to a high degree of levelling of the mown
crop along the entire perimeter of the PTC and high intensity of premilk mechanical orientation of the mowed crop flow in the
conveying chamber.
2. Reduction of quantitative and qualitative losses of grain
in the process of harvesting and threshing of the crop. Due to its
specific construction, the energy-efficient TC with PTC-S is able to
equalize the uneven beveled mass at discharge. This is achieved by
adjusting the V-shaped edge of the TC corrugation (when
harvesting high yielding mass, more than 15 c/ha) or by adjusting
the flow of process media passing through the chamber (when
harvesting low yielding mass, less than 15 c/ha).
3. Increased cleaning performance. Due to the work in the
mode of biomass leveling and partial separation of grain to the
drum, the power required for its drive is reduced, because the drum
receives some deformation of the stems and ears, in addition, in the
area of the tilting chamber with PTC-S part of the grain and fine
impurities is released, resulting in the drum receives less weight, the
dragged layer of biomass is softer to work drum easier. At the same
time, there is less under-harvesting and crushing and micro-damage
of grain; the throughput capacity of the MSU combines is increased
with the allowable under-harvesting.
As a result, all the advantages of TC with PTC-S,
including, first of all, energy efficiency, reduction of losses,
increase of productivity, allow to obtain significant savings in
capital and operating costs of production.
The gross grain yield is increasing up to 10% and its quality
is increasing due to the reduction of macro and micro-damage
(crushing) percentage up to 8%.
The main advantage of the TC with the device "PTC-S":
- removes the biologically valuable part of crops with the
least losses;
- increases the productivity of grain threshing by 10-15%,
which leads to a reduction in the harvesting time of grain and grain
crops in the country by 6-8 days;

- reduces the quantitative losses during grain harvesting to
10-20%, i.e. for the area of 14 million hectares with a yield of 10.0
centners per hectare and gross grain harvest of 14 million tons, the
effect of reducing losses at the stage of implementation of 5-10%,
will be - 17.5 billion tenge, per the expected volume of gross grain
harvest (0.7 million tons x 25,000 tons = 17.5);
- Reduces macro- and micro-deformation of seeds in 2 - 3
times, and thus increases seed germination and an additional
addition to the yield of 1-3ts/ha, i.e. 4.2 million tons. (14 mn ha x
1.5 c/ha = 2.1 mn t), i.e. get 52.5 bn tg (2.1 mn t x 25,000 t = 52.5
mn t);
- Reduces the number of harvesting units on the operations
of mowing and threshing of grain by 10-12%;
- Reduces the need for sowing areas for grain up to 1015%;
- Reduces the need for fuel and lubricants for harvesting
operations to 15-20%.
Additional consumer properties as compared to those sold
on the market:
- High energy efficiency. A new generation of PTCs with
PTC-S is much more energy efficient than traditional tilting
chambers for combine harvesters.
- Reduction of quantitative and qualitative losses of grain in
the process of harvesting and threshing of the crop. New generation
TC with PTC-S is able to equalize the uneven beveled mass at
unloading, which allows to minimize grain losses and avoid
excessive loads on threshing.
- Reduction of capital and operating costs. Due to high
energy efficiency and reduction of grain losses, increase of
productivity of the new generation of oil and gas companies allow
to significantly reduce the cost of production and the cost of grain
products, etc.

Figure 1 - Test samples of PTCs equipped with PTC-S devices
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DOUBLE-PERIODIC PLATE
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Abstract. There is a method examined for studying propagation of waves in a double-periodic plate, based on the application of the boundary element method. By means of this method “transparency windows” were found for a wave that propagates in a direction perpendicular
to the diagonal of the elementary period of the system.
KEYWORDS: PLATE, PERIODIC STRUCTURE, “TRANSPARENCY WINDOWS”, FLOQUET THEORY.
―transparency windows‖, the finding of which constitutes the main
goal of similar studies, there corresponds S  1 .

Introduction
The mechanical systems of a periodic structure have a
property to transmit waves only of certain frequency ranges, the socalled ―transparency windows‖, which is widely used in
engineering when designing systems for the constructive vibration
protection, adaptive optics mirrors, and so on. Most of the systems,
studied on this subject, are one-dimensional or quasi-onedimensional [1, 3, 6, 7]. There are a few papers [2, 4, 5, 8] in which
the problem is considered in two-dimensional and threedimensional formulations. As a rule, when solving such problems,
numerical methods are used, for example, the finite element method
[2, 4, 5, 6, 8]. Therefore, consideration of the propagation of
harmonic waves in double periodic mechanical systems based on
the semi-analytical method, as a method of boundary elements, is an
urgent problem.

Materials and methods

Fig 2. An elementary period of the plate

In this paper the propagation process of harmonic waves
in an infinite plate, fixed by two mutually orthogonal systems of
equidistant linear joints (Fig. 1), is considered. The distance
between the adjacent joints of one system is equal to a , and
between the adjacent joints of another system — b . It is supposed
that the wave propagates in a direction, orthogonal to the diagonal
of the elementary period AB (Fig. 2).

Results and discussion
The formulated task was resolved by using the boundary
element method [10]. Constant boundary elements were used.
Taking into account the division of the period boundary into
boundary elements (Fig. 2), the following boundary conditions were
specified:
– the condition of joint fixing

wi  0 ,

i  1,2 N ;

(1)

he condition of quasi-periodic continuation

i  N  N2  Si ,
i  N2  Si ,

M i  N  N2  SMi ,
M i  N2  SMi ,

i  1, N1,
(2)
i  N1  1, N .

Under conditions (1), (2) wi , i , M i , is the value of
the amplitude functions of the deflection, the inclination angle of
the normal and the bending moment on the i-th boundary element.
Equating to zero, the determinant of the homogeneous system
obtained by satisfying conditions (1), (2), we find the dependence of
the multiplier upon the dimensionless frequency pa ,

Fig. 1. A double periodic plate, fixed by joints
Most investigations devoted to the wave propagation
process in periodic structures are based on the Floquet theory [9].
According to this theory, under harmonic excitation, all the
kinematic and dynamic characteristics at similar points of any two
adjacent periods of the system differ by factor S . Parameter S ,
which is conventionally accepted as a multiplier, in the general case
i arg S . The multiplier modulus
is a complex value:

p   h D ,  is the circular frequency of the wave,
 is the density of the plate material, h , D , is the thickness and

where

cylindrical stiffness of the plate.

S  Se

indicates the degree of the wave amplitude decrease from period to
period, and the argument indicates the phase shift. Obviously, to the
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Fig.3. “Transparency windows” of a double-periodic plate
The results of solving the task are presented in Figure 3,
where the ―transparency windows‖ of a wave, propagating in the
direction orthogonal to the diagonal of the elementary period of the
plate are shown. The darker is the colour of a certain point in the
diagram, the more ―transparency windows‖ it corresponds to. It is
evident that all the windows can be divided into two types: with an
even and an odd difference of mode numbers along axes x and y .
The borders of the windows of the first type coincide with curves
S  1 , while the windows of the second type between them have
a thin bridge at a  b , and they essentially consist of two
windows.
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Conclusions
To increase the efficiency of the boundary element
method applied to the wave propagation problems in doubleperiodic systems by using the influence functions method, an
approach has been developed that allows reduction of the solution
of this problem to a general algebraic problem by eigenvalues. On
its basis, ―transparency windows‖ were built for the so-called
―diagonal‖ direction of the wave propagation in an infinite plate,
which is fixed by two mutually orthogonal systems of axial joints. It
turned out that all of them are divided into two types, depending on
whether the pairing of the wave modes to which they correspond in
the direction of the systems of the joints coincides or not.
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Abstract: In this work have considered the problems of soil compaction and the main nutrition of plant in the system of precision farming in
the conditions of the main grain-sowing regions of Northern Kazakhstan. The specific examples show the condition of the soil, the level of
their supply with nitrogen and phosphorus. Technological and technical solutions are proposed for the differentiated use of basic doses of
mineral fertilizers and soil decompression.
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Introduction
The soil and climatic conditions of Kazakhstan make it
possible to produce grain, which which have a particular are in
demand in the world market. However, in the cultivation of grain
crops in Kazakhstan, soil fertility and productivity are reduced due
to the insufficient level of farming culture, including the technology
of mineral fertilizer application.
In the market of agricultural machinery of the CIS there is
no equipment for subsurface application of the main dose of mineral
fertilizers for minimal and zero tillage technologies for the grain
crops production. On the KPG-2.2 blade plow-rippers and the
GUN-4 ripper-fertilizers designed for this purpose, the fertilizer
metering devices did not fully comply with the agrorequirements
for uniformity and stability of sowing, and furrow openers for the
uniform distribution of fertilizers over the area inside the soil. As a
result, these machines did not find used in the production. The
development of scientists SPC Research Institute of Grain
Management A. Barayev did not reach production, cultivatorsfertilizers for band-spreading fertilizer KATU S.Seifullin are at the
stage of acceptance tests. Existing machines for the surface
application of fertilizers are characterized by high consumption of
fertilizers, unevenness application (up to 40-70%), and grainfertilizer seeders do not provide a basic, increased dose of feeding
[1].
With minimal and zero tillage technologies for the
cultivation of grain crops there is no technological process of
applying the main dose of mineral fertilizers. This results to a
decrease in the nutrient content in the root zone of the soil and
compaction of the soil. Numerous studies have shown that an
increase in soil density in comparison with the optimum by 0.1 ...
0.3 g / cm3 has leads to a decrease in yield by 20-40% [2].
The purpose of the research is the development of
technological and technical solutions to the problem of soil
compaction and depletion.

Materials and methods
In his the Message to the people of Kazakhstan dated
January 10, 2018, the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Nursultan Nazarbayev, stressing the importance of implementing
the integrated program “Digital Kazakhstan” and noting the need
for “the development of agrarian science, drew attention to“
intellectual fertilizer application systems ”.
As part of the tasks set in the Message in early 2018, the
Kazakh Agrotechnical University. S.Seifullin was determined by the
scientific and methodological center of digitization of agriculture
and began the scientific and methodological management of the
introduction of elements of precision farming in 9 basic farms in
Akmola, Karaganda (Naydorovskoye LLP and Shakhterskoye
LLP), Kostanay and North Kazakhstan regions.
First of all, soil samples were taken at the end of April and
at the beginning of May 2018 on the pilot fields of the pilot farms.
The area of each experimental field was 500 hectares. The size of
the elementary area was set 1 ha.
The results of agrochemical analysis showed that from 80 to
100% of the areas have low and very low availability of easily
hydrolysable nitrogen, Fig.1. As far as phosphorus is concerned, the
situation turned out to be even more complicated, from 92 to 100%
of the areas of the experimental fields have very low and low
security, Fig.2.
It should be noted that the pilot farms are considered
advanced in their districts and each year they make initial doses of
mineral fertilizers during sowing. An analysis of the state of some
fields of pilot farms showed that estuaries appear in certain areas of
the fields where they have never been. This indicates compaction of
the soil.

very low
low
medium
elevated
high
very high

Figure 1 - Cartograms of the content of hydrolysable nitrogen in Akmola-Phoenix JSC and Shagala-Agro LLP, mg / kg
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Figure 2 - Cartogram of the content of mobile phosphorus in LLP "Troyana" and LLP "Miners", mg / kg
Based on the status of pilot fields of pilot farms, the
experience of cultivating grain crops of managers and specialists of
these farms, the following basic requirements for technological
and technical solutions can be distinguished:
-the working part of the ripper-fertilizer should fertilizing
longline, at different depths;
-should provide deep loosening of the soil;
-should be able to aggregate with trailed air seed drills
(with a system of fertilizer dose differentiation) and work
autonomously;
-in the case of autonomous use, it should have an
intelligent system of fertilizer dose differentiation;
-must have a large width.

It follows from the foregoing, that all the major nutrients nitrogen and phosphorus - are removed from the soil. Hence the
answer to the question: why is the quality and quantity of the
harvest reduced? Because it is very low in phosphorus. Starting
doses of fertilizers do not solve the problem. Without a basic dose
of mineral fertilizers, it is impossible to achieve the optimal level of
nutrient content in our fields. One of the main deterrents to this
issue is the lack of the necessary equipment for the intra soil
application of the main dose of mineral fertilizers and soil
loosening. To solve these problems, it is necessary to develop a
special technique.
Academician M.K. Suleimenov notes that in the system of
conservation agriculture, the best place to apply phosphate
fertilizers is the summer fallow field. This is explained by the fact
that in the Northern regions of Kazakhstan, the first limiting factor
in yield increase is poor moisture supply of plants, the second is the
lack of phosphorus, the third is debris. For a summer fallow field of
good reserves of productive moisture and field purity provide
relatively stable yields of spring wheat, even in dry years.

Research results and their analysis
For the differentiated application of fertilizers with a
longline inclined band at different levels, an inclined working part
was developed, Figure 3.

Figure 3 - The working body of the experimental chisel fertilizer
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The proposed design of the working body of the chiselfertilizer provides for the placement of fertilizers from 5...6 cm
from the soil surface to a depth of 25...27 cm with a band width of
25...29 cm.
On a frame of the implement 12 ... 22 working parts shall
be mounted. The total width of the operation is 4.6 ... 7.6 m. The
inclined angle of the shanks is 40-45 °. The distance between the

shanks is 400 mm, between the inclined bands of fertilizers - 140
mm, figure 4. Dailyoutputis 30-50 ha.
The fertilizer can work together with the bin of the air
grain drill as a cultivator-fertilizer with a central metering system,
autonomously with its own bin with individual metering devices
and as an implement for the primary tillage.

Figure 4 – Variants of the location of the working body

soil density;

Analyzing the action of forces when moving the working
parts of the ripper-fertilizer inside the soil, the dependence of the
tractive effort on its design parameters and the physical and
mechanical properties of the soil is obtained:

lб -

wedge side length;

 comp -

temporary soil

resistance to compression.

Analysis (1) shows that the draft force practically has a
linear dependence on the cutting angle and the speed of movement
of the unit itself and varies from 42.45 to 180.15 kg with a
loosening depth of h = 50 cm and a working width of 25 cm. Based
Рл Sin(  )  JSin  Gл Sin(  )  G Sinon
Q
conditions of the minimal of the traction effort can be considered
2
optimal values of the cutting angle α = 16–20º and the front speed υ
;
(1)
= 1.8–2.0 m / s.
On the basis of these parameters of the working parts, as
Nл
well as at the request of farmers in Northern Kazakhstan, a
2
;
J  2 bh  Sin  Cos ; Gл 
prototype of a chisel-fertilizer was developed for the longline siteCos
2
cpecific application of the main dose of mineral fertilizers in the
precision farming system, Figure 5.
 comp
Production inspection showed that the chisel-fertilizer
; Q  b  h  comp , (2)
Gб  lб  h 
provides of loosens the soil up to 35 cm and at the same time
Сos
applicated fertilizer granules to depths of 8 ... 10, 16 ... 18 and 23 ...
25 cm. In doing so, the stubble conservation was 79 ... 84,3%.
where J – dynamic, pulsating soil resistance;
- cutting angle;



 







 













- friction angle;

b - operation width; h - loosening depth;  -

Figure 5 - A prototype of a chisel-fertilizer
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For the effective use of mineral fertilizers, we also
substantiated and developed the technology of its three-layer

differentiated application, Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Technological scheme of fertilizer distribution inside the soil
Theoretical studies have established that with longline
mineral fertilization in the soil there are several options for placing
V-shaped blade on the shank. It was found that for two-tier
application, the best option is where the lower V-blade is shifted
with respect to the upper back, at a distance of δ = 15 cm, and for
three-tier introduction, the layout is most suitable, where the Vblade sweep of the first shank goes at an average depth = 16-18 cm,
the lower V-blade of the back second shank goes at the maximum
depth = 25-27 cm, and its upper sweep - at the very minimum depth
= 8-10 cm.
Having considered the movement of the experimental Vblade working part of the cultivator-fertilizer for the differentiated
three-tiered application of mineral fertilizers in the soil, an
analytical dependence of the tractive effort on the parameters of the
working part was obtained. Analysis of the equation shows the
direct dependence of the traction force on the width of the tillage of
the working body and the depth of treatment and the quadratic
dependence on the speed of the cultivator-fertilizer. Increasing the
depth of processing from 0.15 m to 0.27 m and the width of the

processing of the plowshare from 0.10 to 0.30 m increases the
tractive effort 1.85-2.07 times, and the increase in speed from 1 to
2.8 m / c increases the pulling force 6.91-7.86 times.
Laboratory field studies have shown that the cultivatorfertilizer provides tillage at depths of 8.3 ... 13.7, 14.8 ... 16.8 and
25.2 ... 28.7 cm with an installation of 8-12 cm, 16 ... 18 and 20-27
cm, figure 7. The working parts are not clogged with soil,
technological failures are not marked. The uneven distribution of
fertilizers across the width of the capture amounted to 14.2%, which
is within the agrotechnical requirements. On uneven seeding
between the devices, the experimental machine exceeds the baseline
by 30%. The width of the distribution of fertilizers for the
experimental machine reaches 0.5 m, and for the baseline 0.05-0.06
m. The excess is a dozen times. The basic fertilizer machine is
located at one depth - about 20 cm, and the experienced one distributes into three tiers, from 8.3 to 28.7 cm. Storing the stubble
on the field after passing the unit does not decrease and varies from
50.2 to 65, 9 %.

Figure 7 - A prototype blade plough-ripper-fertilizer
sowing of crops for cover crops and in turf with simultaneous
application of mineral fertilizers. The new technology consists in
the simultaneous sowing of grass seed and mineral fertilizer
application on two levels of the soil horizon, without exception, the
forage land from exploitation. At the first level, grass seeds are
sown to a depth of 40 mm, and at the second level, mineral
fertilizers are applied to a depth of 120 mm. The depth of sowing of
seeds and application of fertilizer adjustable, and the width of their
banding - up to 40 mm. The norms of sowing of seeds and
fertilization are automatically controlled in the adopted positioning
system and are differentiated by taking into account the current state
of the forage land in the presence of prescription maps.

It is known that most of the feeding fields of the Republic
of Kazakhstan are located in areas with insufficient moisture supply
and low productivity. They are characterized by a thinned grass
stand and intensive loss of the most valuable forage plants from it.
As a result, feeding fields become of bare and large areas of
hayfields and pastures degrade. The main reason for this negative
situation is the lack of a scientifically based system of use of
feeding fields and effective technologies and technical means for
their restoration and improvement.
To solve the problems outlined, a new technology is
proposed to improve forage and grazing land and the design of an
automated grain-fertilizer-grass seeder for differentiated direct
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The developed grain-fertilizer-grass drill contains a frame
1 on which a seed-fertilizer box is located, including a seed bin 2
and a bin for fertilizer 3, a seed metering device 4, a petal agitator 6,
a metering devices for fertilizer 5, a seed tube 7, a fertilizer tube 8;
the working part is a coulter-slotter with a stand 9 and fixed on it
below the front in the direction of movement of the seeder with a

chisel 10 with its edge pointed at the front at an angle of 600, and
also the press roller 13 located behind the stand in the direction of
movement of the seeder; , figure 8. The width of the opener-snapper
is up to 20 mm.

Figure 8 - Constructive-technological scheme and frame with the working parts of the experimental grain-fertilizer-grass drill
The opener-slotting 9 cuts a vertical slot in the turf, up to
2 cm wide, and knife 12 - a horizontal slot on the right, counting in
the direction of travel of the unit, the side wall of the vertical slot,
and the seeds, rolling down from the upper peak 11, are located in
this horizontal slot on depth up to 4...6 cm. At the same time,
mineral fertilizers from the bin 3 through the seed meteringdevice
for 5 through the fertilizer tube 8 are fed to the lower visor 15,
evenly crumbles into the wake of the point 10 of the opener-slotting
9, and are located at a depth of 8...12 cm left-side of seed, assuming
the course of the movement unit. After the coulter-slotting 9 is
followed a press roller 13, which cover up a soil slot.
In the above technological process, the formed slots
contribute to loosening the stagnant and compacted stratum of the
feeding soil, enhances air and moisture circulation between the
horizons and promotes moisture accumulation in the spring-autumn,
rainy periods and the rise of moisture from the lower moisture
horizons to the plant root system in the dry summer period. The
location of the seeds above and to the leftside of the fertilizer
horizon eliminates their suppression by chemical reactions and
contributes to the gradual feeding of the root system of the plant,
and the lower, closer to the wet horizon, the location of the tuk their better dissolution and migration in the soil environment.
Covering the slots with special rolling-on rollers excludes
evaporation of moisture through of them, removal of land from
feed, possible injury to livestock during pasturing and obstacles to
the passage of subsequent machine.
Re-improvement of the feeding fields should be made in
perpendicular directions.

Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the application of mineral
fertilizers, a solving of technologies and technical solutions for
subsurface differentiated application of the main dose of mineral
fertilizers and sowing of grain crops and grass seeds with
simultaneous application of fertilizers are proposed to solve the
problem of plant nutrition and soil decomposition. The developed
technical solutions are implemented in prototypes, production
inspections are carried out and the small-scale production of
rippers-fertilizers begins at the request of farmers.
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Abstract: The paper presents a comparative analysis of soil crushing after ploughing with ploughbodies with a classical plowing surface
and those with lamellar surface.
Keywords: soil crushing, ploughing.

1. Introduction

As a concomitant factor, soil hardness is measured before treatment.
The hardness of the soil is determined by a hardener described by
Kolev 1982. At each experimental plot, the hardener is shaken to
the depth of processing and the instrument scale reading reads. Soil
hardness is calculated using the formula (3) (Kolev, 1982):

In world information is not correct information about different
of crushing of soil after ploughing with different plughbodies.
The general purpose of the study is comparative analysis of
soil crushing after ploughing with plughbodies with a classical
plowing surface and those with lamellar surface at different soil
humidities on two soil backgrounds.

(3)

2. Materials and methods
The study is carried out by a single-passive experiment, with the
ground parameter being the crushing of the soil, while the absolute
humidity of the soil is the controlling factor. As a concomitant
factor, soil hardness is taken into account.
One-factor dispersion analysis determines whether there is a proven
difference in granulometric composition of the soil after treatment
at each experiment at different humidity.
The crushing of the ploughing soil is measured by the fractional of
the particle size fraction (granulometric composition).
The particle size grading is determined in parallel for both types of
plough bodies, taking samples from the entire depth of the treated
layer.
Relative fraction of particles below 1 mm, from 1 to 25 mm (desired
fraction), from 25 to 100 mm and above 100 mm are reported.
The relative share of soil fractions is determined for each
experiment. Equal distances along the test bed are taken on three
soil samples, which are placed in buckets with a volume of more
than 12 liters. According to the length of the test bed soil samples
are taken at equal distances. Take the samples taken in a dry, closed
place, where they are naturally dried and then split into fractions
through holes 1 and 25, weigh to the nearest 1, and determine the
relative proportion of the individual fractions.
Prior to sowing the soil samples, the lumps of size over 100 are
visually separated, with a size greater than 100 determined by a
roller blind, with the lumps of this size being counted as a separate
fraction. This is because clumps of these sizes in sifting after drying
are demolished to smaller ones, so they can not be counted in this
fraction.
The relative share of the fractions in the sample is determined by
the dependence (1):
(1)

P

Gфр
GP

k .a
S

where: T is the soil hardness in Pa,
k - the elastic constant of the spring in N / m,
a - deformation of the spring in m,
S - the area of the deformator in m2.

3. Results of the study and Discussion.
General conditions for conducting the survey.
The surveys were carried out in 2018 on the land of the town
of Chirpan on a soil background with a clay mechanical
composition (82 – 89% clay) and in the village of Malak chardak,
Plovdiv area on a soil background with sandy mechanical
composition.(87 – 92% sand) In both cases, the studies were
conducted on ploughing of wheat stalk.
The surveys were conducted with two tri plough bodies
reversible plough, one equipped with classical plough bodies and
the other with lamellar. On both plows, the working width of one
plough body is 0.4 m and the shape of the pivot surface is semicontinuous. Both ploughs are aggregated with a JD-7610 tractor,
with an engine power of 107 kW and a mass of 6510 kg. The tests
are carried out on gear P11 and 80% throttle, which achieves a
working speed of about 7 km / h.
The ploughs are adjusted to a working depth of 0.3 m.
The length of the workflow for both investigated sections is
about 300  350 m.

.100 , %

Table 1: Results of research of soil with sand mechanical composition in
conditions:
W%= 21,1÷22,1

where: Gфр is the mass of a fraction, kg;
GP is the mass of the whole sample, kg.
To confirm the relative fraction of the fractions, repeat the
experiments of another experimental bed with the same soil
conditions.
(2)

F

T= 1,28÷11,36 МРа
Fractions
mm

. 100, %,

where: GW is the mass of moist soil, kg;
GC - mass of dry soil, kg.
Humidity is determined for each soil sample taken and is
determined by the dependence (2).

100

А1

А2

<1

1,4

3,5

4,2

2,2

3,2

4,3

1÷25

27,6

29,7

38,5

23,7

42,2

40,3

25÷100

64,6

66,8

51,5

68,3

52,1

50,7

>100

5,4

-

6,8

5,85

2,5

4,7
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Table 2: Results of research of soil with sand mechanical composition in
conditions:
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W%= 15,8÷16,7
T= 1,38÷1,49МРа
Fractions
mm

А1

А2

<1

6,7

8,6

10,8

7,2

8,4

9,8

1÷25

65,8

54,6

62,4

55,4

57,6

68,3

25÷100

27,5

36,8

26,8

37,4

34

21,9

>100

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 3:Results of research of soil with sand mechanical composition in
conditions:

W%= 11,6÷13,1
T= 1,51÷1,62 МРа
Fractions
mm

А1

А2

<1

10,6

14,8

16,8

8,4

15,6

17,1

1÷25

41,9

33,1

31,9

48,2

34,9

30,5

25÷100

40,1

48,3

48,7

39,2

44,1

47,6

>100

7,4

3,8

2,6

4,2

5,4

4,8

Table4: Results of research of soil with clay mechanical composition in
conditions:
W%= 20,4÷21,8
T= 1,63÷1,72
Fractions
mm

А1

А2

<1

-

-

-

-

-

-

1÷25

2,2

5,8

7,2

4,7

5,2

7,6

25÷100

36,8

35,6

44,6

38,9

52,8

51,3

>100

61

58,6

48,2

56,4

42

41,1

Table5: Results of research of soil with clay mechanical composition in
conditions:
W%= 15,5÷16,8
T= 1,78÷1,84 МРа
Fractions
mm

А1

А2

<1

-

1,2

4,1

1

3,5

2

1÷25

39,4

43,1

51,6

39

42,6

54,2

25÷100

36,2

42,1

44,3

33,5

43,1

43,8

>100

24,4

13,6

-

26,5

10,8

-

In all tables present above A1 is variant of ploughbody whit
classical surfase and A2 whit lamellar surface.
After statistical treatment the results in tables 1 – 5 between
variants A1 and A2 statistical proved differences with 95%
probability are in Table 1 and Table 4.
Therefore soil crushing after ploughing with plughbodies with
a classical plowing surface and those with lamellar surface are

statistical proved by conditions of high soil humidity.
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TECHNOLOGICAL COMPONENT OF THE
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сферы Украины
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Abstract: In the article, the analysis of condition of production of agricultural products of Ukraine for 2010-2016 studied the dynamics of
agricultural production in Ukraine by categories of farms. The basic indicators of activity of agricultural enterprises. Researched logistical
support of agricultural enterprises. The dynamics of the availability of agricultural machinery and purchase of domestic agricultural
enterprises, new agricultural machinery and equipment. Analyzed the capacities of the agrarian sector, in particular the introduction of the
capacity for agricultural purposes. Correlation and regression analysis index of sale prices of agricultural products by agricultural
enterprises and the factors influencing it. Formulated the basic directions of further development of the agrarian sector of Ukraine.
KEYWORDS: AGRARIAN SECTOR, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES, LOGISTICS ENTITIES,
PRICES OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

2. Analysis
production

1. Introduction
The agricultural sector of Ukraine is a key component of the
national economy and forms a basis for ensuring the sovereignty of
the state, ensuring the food and, to some extent, economic,
technological and ecological safety contributes to the development
of technologically related industries and forms of socio-economic
development of rural areas.
Ukraine, which has all conditions for successful agricultural
production, due to technological backwardness and the irrational
organization reformed in the neoliberal model of the agricultural
sector today, is not able to provide their people with affordable and
adequate according to the standard norms of the food products.
Besides, the domestic market is the crowding out of domestic
products better and more competitive imported goods and services
manufactured with the use of new technologies and innovative
production systems, certified in accordance with international
standards.

of

indicators

of

agricultural

In 2010-2016, production of agricultural products (table. 1)
tended to increase by 30.7 % against 2010, of which: crop
production grew by 48.6 %, and livestock – decreased by 1.1%.
A substantial increase in the production of agricultural
products through productivity growth of their activities showed how
agricultural enterprises and farms of the population, as the number
of operating agricultural enterprises during the study period is
gradually decreased by 15.6%, with the exception of business
organizations ( 12 %) (table.2).
The decrease in the number of enterprises producing
agricultural products is associated with high risk activities, the
probability of crop failure, adverse climatic conditions, instability of
market and price situation, as well as significant funding of
production at the expense of own funds and lack of government
support.
Overall, there was an increase of efficiency of agricultural
production in the dynamics of 7 years (table. 3).

Table 1 Dynamics of agricultural production in Ukraine by categories of farms, mln. uah
Indicators
The total volume of agricultural
products
Agricultural enterprises

2010
194886,5
94089,0

2011
233696,3
121053,7

2012

2013

223254,8

252859,0

113082,3

136590,9

2014
251427,2
139058,4

2015
239467,3
131918,6

2016
254640,5
145119,0

2016 to
2010, %
30,7
54,2

Households

100797,5

112642,6

110172,5

116268,1

112368,8

107548,7

109521,5

8,7

Crop production

124554,1

162436,4

149233,7

175895,2

177707,9

168439,0

185052,1

48,6

Agricultural enterprises

66812,7

92138,4

82130,2

103127,8

105529,5

99584,7

113392,6

69,7

Households

57741,4

70298,0

67103,2

72767,4

72178,4

68854,3

71659,5

24,1

Livestock products

70332,4

71259,9

74021,4

76963,8

73719,3

71028,3

69588,4

-1,1

Agricultural enterprises

27276,3

28915,3

30952,1

33463,1

33528,9

32333,9

31726,4

16,3

Households
Gross production:- for 1 person, uah
-on 100 hectares of agricultural land,
thousand UAH

43056,1
301076,0

42344,6
368780,7

43069,3
4897

43500,7
5559

40190,4
5847

38694,4
5589

37862,0
5967

-12,1
-98,0

534,1

640,6

601,5

681,3

708,3

674,2

715,7

34,0

Generated by [1]
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Table 2 Number of operating agricultural enterprises in Ukraine for organizational-economic forms of management, unit
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2016 to
2010, %

All enterprises

56493

56133

49415

49046

46199

45379

47697

-15,6

including:
business companies
private companies

7769
4243

7757
4140

8235
4220

8245
4095

7750
3772

7721
3627

8700
3752

12,0
-11,6

production cooperatives

952

905

848

809

674

596

738

-22,5

41726

41488

34035

34168

33084

32303

33682

-19,3

state-owned enterprises

322

311

296

269

228

241

222

-31,1

the enterprises of other
forms of management

1481

1532

1781

1460

691

891

603

-59,3

Indicators

farms

Generated by [1]
Table 3 Main indicators of activity of agricultural enterprises of Ukraine
Indicators
Net income (loss), million
UAH
Businesses that made a profit,
in % to total number
Enterprises which have
received loss in % of the total
number
The level of profitability of
agricultural production, %
The area of agricultural land,
thousand ha
- the area of arable land,
thousand ha
The number of employees,
thousand people
The index of labor productivity
in agricultural enterprises, % to
the previous year
The average monthly nominal
wage of employees, UAH

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2016 to
2010, %

17291,8

25565,9

26992,7

15147,3

21677,4

103137,6

90661,0

73369,2

69,5

83,0

78,3

79,9

84,2

88,5

87,8

18,3

30,5

17,0

21,7

20,1

15,8

11,5

12,2

-18,3

22,9

23,2

21,7

11,3

20,6

41,7

31,6

8,7
6238,
5
1609,
2

36487,9

36483,3

36480,6

41525,0

41511,7

42726,4

42726,4

30932,1

30980,9

31035,7

32525,5

32531,1

32541,3

32541,3

647,3

633,7

621,8

579,8

528,9

500,9

507,7

-139,6

101,0

124,5

96,6

126,0

109,1

98,0

123,3

22,3

1430

1791

2026

2270

2476

3140

3916

2486,
0

Generated by [1]

For the period 2010-2016 analysis of the main indicators
of activity of agricultural enterprises of Ukraine showed a
positive trend, there was an increase in net profit for 73369,2
mln. increased the level of profitability of enterprises by 8.7 %,
increased labor productivity and average wage. The negative
trend is the decrease in the number of employees by 21.6 %.

3. Logistical
enterprises

support

of

agricultural

Table 4 indicate that the level of logistical support of
agricultural enterprises is gradually improving. The coefficient
of renovation of fixed assets in industry increased 3 times. The
reduced level of depreciation of agricultural machinery.

Table 4. Indicators of logistics entities of the agrarian sector of Ukraine
Indicators
Return on capital
The level of wear of fixed
assets
The coefficient of renovation
of fixed assets
The coefficient of disposal of
fixed assets

2016 to 2010 р.,
+/-

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

1,72

1,98

1,62

1,62

1,48

1,14

0,94

-0,78

0,41

0,32

0,35

0,35

0,39

0,39

0,37

-0,04

0,07

0,22

0,11

0,16

0,16

0,19

0,23

0,16

0,01

0,03

0,01

0,06

0,07

0,06

0,06

0,05

Calculated by the author according to [2]
Agriculture of Ukraine, despite the instability of innovative
activity, trying to integrate advanced scientific and technical

developments and to adapt them in their own production. Evidence
of this is the use of new technologies in agriculture, crop and
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livestock production, which are used by leading companies in the
country, such as “Agro Holding Mriya”, Holding “Kernel Group”,
PJSC "Ukrlandfarming", “Astarta-Kiev”, etc. Using the best
practices of European companies, the innovation activities of these
enterprises contributes to the development of agriculture in the
country [3].
The main types of advanced technologies that are embedded
in domestic agricultural production, in particular, are: soil treatment
systems, seed (new varieties, hybrids and the like), organic farming,

farming No-till, Mini-till, Strip-till, use of biopesticides, biofertilizers, new breeds of animals, the progressive feeding system,
latest machinery and equipment, boilers on alternative fuels, biogas,
marketing, technology (in particular, organization of points of sale
of products, participation in fairs and exhibitions), etc. [4].
The presence of technology in the agricultural enterprises of
Ukraine in 2010-2016, is characterized by considerable wear
medium and slow update tractor fleet (table. 5).

Table 5. Dynamics of agricultural machinery in agricultural enterprises, units.
Indicators

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Tractors of all brands
Machines for sowing and
planting
Mowers
Harvester roller
Combines:
- combine
-corn
- forage
- lansbergen
- potato
Milking machines and
equipment
Feeder
Machines and mechanisms
for feed preparation
Conveyors for manure
Irrigation machines
Machines and equipment
for irrigation

151287

147131

150740

146004

130811

127852

2016 to 2010,
%
132686
-12,3

75888

74843

76601

74851

69244

69322

71290

-6,1

11188
15225
45291
32750
2548
7841
458
1694

11060
14941
43512
32062
2295
7137
358
1660

11522
14721
42789
31997
2131
6731
298
1632

11571
14545
39910
30061
2009
6098
259
1483

10920
13485
35739
27196
1784
5274
209
1276

10733
13595
34753
26735
1634
4982
187
1215

11283
14477
35190
27366
1534
4861
190
1239

0,8
-4,9
-22,3
-16,4
-39,8
-38,0
-58,5
-26,9

10865

10838

11216

11195

10476

10232

10305

-5,2

6480

6471

6674

7599

7025

6936

6605

1,9

3073

3227

3658

3793

3574

3745

4117

34,0

23664
4480

21967
4289

20622
4314

19483
4349

17244
3723

16386
3815

16255
4103

-31,3
-8,4

876

1016

1277

1411

1333

1401

1555

77,5

2016

Formed [5]
logistics of the livestock industry: number of cars and mechanisms
for the preparation of feed has increased by 27.9 %. The level of
provision of agricultural enterprises and irrigation equipment has
improved – increase in the number of machines and devices for
irrigation – 154 pieces.
Improvement of material-technical condition of the agrarian
sector of Ukraine was due to the upgrade of agricultural machinery
and equipment (table. 6)

In comparison with 2010, during the reporting period showed
a decrease in the number of the current equipment for crop
production: tractors 12.3%, and harvesters – 22.3 %, and seeders
and machines for planting at 6.1%, and the like. It is worth noting
that existing technicians have more than 80% worked the
depreciation periods, which leads to increased costs for repairs and
equipment. During the study period saw improvements in the

Table 6 Purchase of domestic agricultural enterprises, new agricultural machinery and equipment
View farm equipment
Tractors of all types
Plows
Cultivators
The harrows
Seeders
Manure spreaders and fertilizers
Machines and equipment for irrigation
Water pumps and pumping stations
Mowers
Harvester roller
Press-packers
Combine harvesters
Milking machines and equipment
Machines and mechanisms for feed preparation
Conveyors for manure
Trailers and semi-trailers

2011

2012

2983
1057
2093
1468
2283
835
279
795
457
611
518
804
398
200
824
621

3018
992
1890
1048
2460
770
137
573
490
603
475
541
382
272
646
484

2013
2014
The number of equipment, pieces
2788
4317
1111
1799
1699
2765
1627
1582
1776
3218
854
1185
213
236
651
426
412
658
585
837
400
484
524
974
552
504
255
280
546
569
557
683

2015

2016

4600
2136
2732
1680
3235
1137
144
500
480
949
452
1200
268
296
505
556

7854
3141
4230
2671
4474
1803
173
521
837
1567
535
1984
313
261
480
989

Formed [5]
primarily, concerned with respect to savings auxiliary machinery
for soil fieldwork.
Let us analyze the capacities of the agrarian sector as most
businesses focused on sustainable economic growth, increases the
production capacity (table. 7).

During the study period, agricultural enterprises purchased
more tractors 35.1 %, glazed by 59.5 %, decreased the rate of
purchase of milking machines and apparatus 21.4 %. In General, a
significant increase of agricultural machinery Park in 2016,
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Table 7 Operationalization of the capacities of agricultural destination in Ukraine
Indicators
Livestock facilities, thousand stalls:
- for cattle
- for pigs
- for sheep
- for poultry, ths. hen places
Poultry:
- egg direction, thousand laying hens
- meat production, million head for the year

2010
3

2011
23

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2016 to 2010,
%

14

8

11

7

3

-

24
0,2
7229

15
5120

3
0,1
220647

1
2784

15
0,1
11195

18
0,1
191

2
0,2
3269

- 22
- 3960

1560

220

5359

1546

2852

88

45

- 1515

13,2

84,9

9

0,2

7,3

3,1

-

-

25,5

192,7

78,8

42,4

77,3

24,2

21,5

-4

Silage and snain structures, thousand m3

3

129

289

315

186

37

15

12

Feed enterprises and workshops, tons of
feed per day

122

430

397

676

538

360

56

- 66

Storage for potatoes, vegetables, fruits, ths.t

Formed [5]
In 2010-2016 increased commissioning of silage and haulage
facilities for 12 thousand m 3. There was a reduction in the number
of laying hen places by 50 % and of pigs by almost 91 %, decrease in
the number of poultry egg direction by 97.1 % and feed enterprises
and workshops by 54.1 %.

4. Correlation and regression analysis of price
index
Correlation and regression analysis index of sale prices of
agricultural products by agricultural enterprises and the factors
influencing it allows you to build such a model:
Ух = 16,06 - 0,55х1 +1,18 х2 + 0,71 х3 +2,52 х4 ,
where У - the Index of sale prices of agricultural products by
agricultural enterprises;
X1 - the share updated of fixed assets of agriculture in total
number, %;
X2 - the Level of profitability of enterprises of agricultural
production, %;
X3 - the Number of created new technologies for agricultural
purposes, units.
X4 - Share of agriculture in GDP, %.
The regression coefficients (-0,55; 1,18; 0,71; 2,52) show how
to change the index of sale prices of products by agricultural
enterprises in the change of the corresponding factor to 1, provided
that the other factors included in the equation, is average.
As evidenced by the results most weight is the figure as the
share of agriculture in GDP (regression coefficient of 2.52). The
negative sign of the coefficient of the indicator "the share updated of
fixed assets of agriculture in total amount" means that a significant
increase in the cost of replacement of fixed assets leads to a decrease
in the effective index – the index of sale prices of agricultural
products by agricultural enterprises.
The value of the multiple correlation coefficient R
characterizes the quality of the resulting model. According to
obtained results, this coefficient is 0.84, which indicates the presence
in the model high correlation. The value of R-square, that is, the
coefficient of determination indicates the conformity of the output
data and the regression model because its value is closest to 1 and is
0,705. Thus, the linear model explains 70.5% of the variation, which
means that the correct factor (distance). Only 19.5 per cent due to
other factors influencing the index of sale prices of agricultural
products by agricultural enterprises and the factors that influence it,
but not included in the linear regression model.
High value of coefficient of correlation and determination
shows that this dependence is quite natural.
Indicator significance F indicates that the evaluation results are
sufficiently reliable. You should pay attention to the variance and Fstatistics, their high value indicates the variation in the dependent
and independent variable, so the regression equation is significant.
Consequently, the model is significant. Criteria of statistical validity
and accuracy of the data show adequacy.

5. Conclusion
Despite the decrease in the number of operating agricultural
enterprises, increasing their efficiency and production volumes. This
is achieved through the introduction of crop production resourcesaving technologies of soil cultivation, purchase of new agricultural
machines and units, introduction of automated and computerized
mechanisms in animal husbandry and the like.
But still, there remains the problem of the technological
equipment of the agricultural sector, because it is characterized by
the combination and interaction of various technological modes of
production and domination of the elements of the third and fourth
technological structures (of course, though not widely, but domestic
farmers are trying to produce with use of achievements of fifth and
sixth order such as biotechnology, nanotechnology, etc.). This proves
that the agricultural sector of the country develops haphazardly,
giving preference to traditional production systems, focused on the
short term and reduce the current material costs, not contributing to
the introduction of intensive technological development [6].
Examining the status of production and technological
component of the agrarian sector of Ukraine, it is possible to
formulate the main directions of further development:
- to provide agricultural enterprises with modern technology;
- to reduce dependence of agricultural producers on foreign
equipment;
- to increase the number of cattle, pigs and sheep, causing the
decline in livestock production;
- to modernize livestock farms, to spend their the automation
and modernization of the like.
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPORT AS THE MAIN FACTOR
OF SUSTAINABILITY DEVELOPMENT OF AGRO-INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
Adamchuk V., Gritsyshyn M., Perepelytsya N.
NSC “IAEE” of the NAAS of Ukraine
Abstract: Creation of prerequisites for increasing the efficiency of crop production through the innovation development of the industry on the
basis of knowledge-intensive technologies and technology and their compliance with the conditions of conducting agrarian business.
Monographic, economic-mathematical, graph-analytical, system engineering. It was established that the main reserve for improving
the efficiency of agricultural production is the innovative development of the industry on the basis of resource-saving technologies and
technology of the new generation. It is determined that the characteristic feature of the modern period of development of agricultural
production is the need to ensure the continuity and rhythm of production processes, their adaptability to changing natural and climatic
conditions, increase resource - and energy efficiency due to technical and operational-technological characteristics of the technology, its
universalization. Requirements for the development of the material and technical base of the agrarian sector of the Ukrainian economy are
determined. The general direction of the development of the technical and technological base of agricultural production should be the
creation and production of universal machines equipped with automation tools that are easy to adapt to the specific production conditions
and requirements of agrotechnics, and ensure the implementation of technological processes in the established agricultural machinery with
the minimum possible costs of energy resources for the production of safe food products.
KEYWORDS: TECHNICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL BASE, INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT, SCIENCE-INTENSIVE TECHNIQUE,
COMPLEXES OF MACHINES.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Agriculture of Ukraine is a major budget-and exportoriented sectors of the national economy. Its share in GDP in 2016
was 14%. More than three million people work in the agricultural
sector and 40% of foreign exchange earnings brought efficiency.
Today is the only industry that shows a positive dynamics of
production [1].
The natural and climatic conditions of Ukraine are
favorable for the production of many types of agricultural products,
but they are characterized by a large variety of soils and climatic
zones, which significantly affects the structure and technology of
production, requirements for technical and operational parameters of
agricultural machinery, productivity of machine-tractor aggregates
and production efficiency.
The technologies of cultivating crops have come a long
way in evolutionary development. However, what was not perfect
was the technology in the agricultural system, it remained an
unrealizable dream until it was provided with the same perfect
technique.
In the context of exacerbation of environmental, economic,
energy, social, demographic and other factors, the question of
finding rational, effective, environmentally friendly methods of
agricultural production becomes more and more relevant. The
perspective variants should embody the basics of strategic
development of the country's agroindustrial complex, ensure food
independence, and solve the society's pressing issue of preserving the
village as the primary source of the nation. A simple solution to
these issues does not exist. Therefore, today not only is the
optimization of the production process, which in many cases is
artificially simplified, limited to a small number of factors, and the
maximum use of all components of influence, which in the end can
significantly minimize the negative effects of the development of the
agro-industrial complex.
Energy-saving production in Ukraine is one of the topical
issues of today, and agricultural production, as one of the largest fuel
consumers in the country, can not and should not stand aside from
current scientific advances in the development of technologies and
equipment for energy-saving, environmentally safe production of
agricultural products.
The low level of techno-technological support of
agricultural enterprises is the main reason that holds back their
innovative development and increase of efficiency of management.
ANALYSIS OF RECENT RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS
Considerable attention was paid to the problems of the
efficiency of the agricultural sector and the development of its
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technical and technological base in the research of P. T. Sabluka, G.
M. Pidlisetskogo, J. K. Belouska, V. L. Tovstopyata, V. P. Sitnika,
A. V. Sidorchuka, V. S. Shebanina, V. M. Trigobchuka and others.
[1-10]. In his writings, the authors mentioned the state and problems
of provision of agricultural technical resources.
THE PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
Creation of prerequisites for increasing the efficiency of
production of crop production due to the innovative development of
the industry based on science-intensive technologies and technology
and their compliance with the conditions of agrarian business.
RESEARCH METHODS
Monographic, economic and mathematical, graphanalytical, system engineering.
RESEARCH RESULTS
The analysis of the costs of agricultural production shows
that their structure in the post-Soviet years has changed
significantly: since 1990, labor costs have decreased by almost onesixth, while the cost of mineral fertilizers, fuel and oils has doubled,
while expenditures on agricultural work by hired technicians have
increased more than three times (Table 1). This is due to a change in
the structure of crops and the introduction of energy-saving hi-tech
technologies and technical means for their implementation on large
areas.
Main reserve for increasing the efficiency of agricultural
production is the innovative development of the industry based on
energy-saving technologies and new generation technology.
However, the low level of technical and technological base of most
domestic agro-industrial enterprises does not ensure the intensive
transition of the industry to the innovative direction of development.
It is only available to large agri-companies and agroholdings with
sufficient investment opportunities.
In the structure of the machine-tractor park of small
agricultural enterprises, a high proportion of morally and physically
worn machinery and equipment. In particular, the share of tractors
and combine harvesters in service for more than 10 years is about
80% (Fig. 1, 2).
Morally outdated, physically worn out technique does not
ensure timely performance of work, which leads to a significant
shortage and loss of crop, impedes the introduction of advanced
technologies for agricultural production. As a result, small farms
remains low crop yields [2] (Fig. 3), and agricultural production and
intensive labor-intensive, which reduces its competitiveness in the
market and profitability.
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Table 1. Structure of expenditures on agricultural production in agricultural enterprises,%
Costs
Salary expenses
Deductions for social events
Material costs, which are included in the cost of
production,
in particular:
-seeds and planting material
- feed
- other agricultural products
- electricity
- mineral fertilizers
- fuel and oil
- fuel
- spare parts, repair and building materials
- payment for services and works executed thirdparty organizations
Depreciation of fixed assets
Other expenses,
of them:
- rent for land parcels (shares)
- property shares

1990
35,6
4,2
40,4
100,0

2010
9,1
3,2
70,0
100,0

Years
2012
9,2
3,4
68,7
100,0

2015
5,4
1,9
73,7
100,0

2016
5,5
1,2
71,2
100,0

13,7
52,1
5,3
1,4
9,0
5,1
0,7
6,0

11,6
26,2
2,8
2,3
15,4
14,2
1,5
6,9

13,9
24,9
3,5
2,0
18,6
14,5
1,9
7,1

12,5
19,2
1,8
1,5
19,5
13,7
1,4
8,1

12
20
1,8
1,6
20,0
11,3
1,1
8,3

6,7

19,1

19,7

22,6

23,9

9,8
3,0
100,0

5,7
12,4
100,0

5,3
13,4
100,0

4,5
14,5
100,0

4,9
16,5
100

–

56,7

59,2

60,3

62,4

–

0,8

0,4

0,7

0,4

Fig. 1. Structure of the fleet of tractors for the length of stay in
operation

Fig. 3. Average yield of grain crops in farms with different sizes of
sown area
The existing form of this expression can be written:
,

(1)

where A – agricultural machinery growing of agricultural crops;
C – the potential of the variety;
G – fertility potential of soils;
K – climatic conditions;
О – system of cultivation of soil;
L – a way of sowing;
D – system of care for crops;
U – fertilizer system;
Z – plant protection system;
P – level of staffing;
M – level of logistics.
Today, agricultural producers are offered various
technologies for the cultivation of basic crops, which is usually in
line with the business interests of sellers and manufacturers of
machinery based on the prescription principle of performing
technological techniques with specific brands of agricultural
machines or aggregates.
One of the main basic elements of different technologies
which further defines the identity of each technology to a particular

Fig. 2. The structure of the park of combine harvesters for the
length of stay in operation at agricultural enterprises of Ukraine
The technologies of cultivating crops are characterized by
considerable length of time in the process of crop formation and
depend on a number of controlled and uncontrolled factors such as
the potential of the variety, plant protection system, fertilizer system,
soil and climatic conditions, soil cultivation systems and sowing,
characteristics of technological materials and technical means, terms
of work, etc.
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group, is a system of cultivation. It is the soil cultivation system and
the complex of technical means for its implementation to a large
extent determine the level of energy efficiency of a specific
technology, its ecological and economic orientation.
The value of mechanical cultivation is due to the effect of
the working bodies of machines on all the properties of the soil,
since it is the soil cultivation that promotes the creation of a proper
agrochemical environment in the roots of the soil layer.
For agriculture, the economic efficiency of soil cultivation
is also relevant, since soil cultivation is one of the most energyintensive and labor-intensive processing operations. Depending on
the technology, up to 40%, up to 41% of energy consumption and up
to 25% of labor costs account for up to 40% of direct operating costs.
Different methods of soil cultivation differ significantly in energy
costs, so their choice should be aimed at achieving the goal set
before them with minimal energy consumption. Equally important is
the ecological effectiveness of soil tillage systems, since among them
there are those that have a mobilizing effect on soil fertility reserves
(shelves), while others have a more cost-effective effect on the use of
energy resources and labor costs (surface, "zero", lane cultivation of
the soil).
For technical support cultivation systems representing a
sequence of interconnected field operations may use a large variety
of means that are different than the way the impact on the soil and on
the technical and operational parameters, but they should, with
appropriate training to work, to ensure the implementation of
technological techniques in accordance with agrotechnical
requirements both to quality and to the timing of their
implementation.
NSC "IAEE" in cooperation with machine-building
enterprises created and brought to serial production more than 20
types of technical means for providing the latest energy-saving
technologies for soil cultivation. These are cultivators, disk harrows,
discs and chisels.
The main task of agrarian production at the present stage is
the use of new generation technologies that allow maintaining the
biological and ecological balance in nature, ensuring a reduction in
the costs of all kinds of resources per unit of products, improving its
quality and safety. The production of competitive ecologically safe
agricultural products does not imply simplification of technology,
but justified the effective use of natural conditions, rational
application of soil cultivation and fertilization systems, plant
protection and other measures that ensure the production of products
with minimal cost of material and technical resources and labor. The
basis of such technologies is optimization of the placement of crops
in crop rotation and the implementation of the entire complex of
works in the best possible terms, in accordance with the
requirements of agricultural technology in terms of their quality.
Therefore, the technology for such technologies should be equipped
with means of automation of control and management of
technological processes.
Now in Ukraine for the preparation of soil for agricultural
crops the following basic technologies are practiced: a classic
(differentiated) soil cultivation system; surface cultivation;
preservative; zero (No-till) and strip making (Strip-till). Each
technology has its advantages and disadvantages, which are
manifested differently in various soil-climatic conditions of Ukraine.
The differentiated soil tillage system is based on the use of
plows, disk implements and cultivators to prepare the soil for sowing
in the crop rotation system. This technology is economically feasible
in the case of sufficient rainfall, time deposits, technical and
operational resources for its implementation, as well as the need to
earn a large amount of plant residues, organic fertilizers or siderates
in the soil, and reduce the pesticide load on the soil.
The technology of surface cultivation is widespread during
the preparation of the soil for winter sowing. It is based on the use of
wide-reaching lap, disk and combined implements that loosen the
soil to a depth of 16 cm. It is a moisture-saving, high-performance,
energy-saving unit per square meter. This technology provides
loosening of the surface layer of soil with preservation of 60-80% of
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plant residues as mulch on the surface.
The conservation technology of cultivating soil at a depth
of 25-40 cm is carried out by heavy cultivators, deep-throwers,
chiselles or combined implements. Technology – moistureaccumulating, energy-saving per unit of production. It can be used
mainly during soil tillage in all soil-climatic zones of Ukraine. This
technology provides loosening of the compacted layer (plow sole)
and intensive loosening of the surface layer with the preservation on
the surface of up to 40% of plant residues.
The technology of seeding in unprocessed pre-soil (No-till)
is based on the use of special units of direct sowing of agricultural
crops and chemical means of combating weeds and pests. It is highly
efficient, minimizes direct energy costs for soil tillage, moistureretaining, on the surface of the field all plant remains, which protect
the soil from deflation. Positive results for this technology are
achieved only for 4-5 years from the beginning of application and
are lost when other technology is used.
With the technology of striping (Strip-till), the soil is
loosened to a depth of 30-35 cm only in the seeding zone with
simultaneous placement in the loose zone of nutrients. At the same
time, the plant remains on the surface of the line from the zone of the
line are moved to the intermediate row, act as mulch and inhibit the
growth of weeds.
In order to implement this technology, the NSC "IAEE",
together with LLC Krasnyanske Joint Venture "Agromash", created
an aggregate for the strip cultivation of the soil.
In practice, in successful farms, elements of all
technologies are used, taking into account technical equipment,
specific conditions that are predicted and formed at the farm at the
time of preparation of the soil. Experienced technologists approach
the choice of technologies and their elements are always creative,
differentiated.
According to foreign economists, technological
innovations provide an increase of 70-80% of the gross domestic
product. In the United States, the growth of the national gross
income per capita by technological innovations reaches 90% [5].
Underestimation of the leading role of technology greatly reduces
the competitiveness of production.
The use of outdated resource intensive technologies in
agricultural production does not allow to reach high yields and
obtain competitive products, which is especially relevant in the
context of lowering the cost of grain on world markets.
In order to overcome technical and technological
backwardness in the agricultural sector of Ukraine, it is necessary to
develop and implement a technological breakthrough strategy that
would involve the widespread use of progressive resource-saving
technologies for the production and processing of agricultural
products. However, what is not perfect technology in the agricultural
system, it will remain an unfulfilled dream if it is not provided with
the same perfect technique. Therefore, the search for ways to
improve the economy of agricultural enterprises should be oriented
towards creating conditions for optimal provision of their modern
equipment as a prerequisite for the innovative development of the
industry.
In modern conditions, agriculture needs not just a new
technology, but a material and technical base that will increase the
productivity of labor several times. Its formation is possible only on
the basis of technical means of the new generation, the parameters of
which should be oriented towards the achievement of high levels of
productivity with minimum costs of living and settled labor per unit
of production.
To ensure the production of crop production with
minimum labor costs and material and technical resources, it is
necessary to form a corresponding set of technically, technologically
and organizationally interconnected means of mechanization that
will ensure the fulfillment of the requirements of agrotechnics
regarding the quality of performance of work in specific soil-climatic
conditions in the specified agro-technology.
The totality of technically, technologically and
organizationally interconnected technical means for the mechanized
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production of a certain type of product form technological
complexes of machines.
The main factors for justifying the parameters of the
machine-tractor park are technologies, work processes and technical
means.
Technology in this research is considered as a way of
qualitative transformation of the objects of labor (soil, agricultural
materials) from the state "as it is" into the state "as it should be",
regulated by a certain set, sequence and time periods of
implementation using the appropriate means of labor [8]. The basis
of these methods are physical, chemical, biological and combined
effects.
The aggregate of knowledge about the ways of qualitative
transformation of objects of work from the state of "as is" to the state
"as it should be" is called machine technology.
Technical means for the qualitative transformation of labor
objects are divided into working bodies, machines, machine-tractor
units, technological systems of machines.
The working bodies perform elementary (working)
operations for the qualitative transformation of labor objects from
the state "as it is" to the state "as it should be".
Work processes, based on which different ways of
transforming the objects of labor, are realized with the help of
appropriate working bodies. To substantiate their rational structural
and technological parameters taking into account the time modes of
functioning, the dependence of the quality of the implementation of
the work process Iр, on the initial properties of the subject of labor,
the method of its qualitative transformation Q, the modes of
implementation of the work process Wр, and the structural and
technological parameters of Ро: are investigated:
. (2)
One or another method of qualitative transformation of the
subject of work can be realized by various working bodies, which
differ in structural parameters, the mode of execution of the work
operation and the energy required for this. In this connection, the
task of selecting from among several well-known working bodies is
the one that will ensure the highest quality performance of the
operation with the least energy consumption. To do this, research on
various working bodies and their combinations and the comparison
of indicators of qualitative transformation of the subject of labor and
energy expenditure. According to the results of the research, the
most effective working bodies synthesize in the design of the
machine, defining it as a single-operation or multi-operational.
Machines perform one or several technological operations
and are components of technological complexes.
An indispensable stage in the research of technological
complexes of machines is the substantiation of parameters and
modes of operation of machine aggregates, which can be
implemented as self-propelled machines or machine-tractor
aggregates. The peculiarity of the research units of machine is
something that it can not be done without a machine research results.
In order to justify the parameters and modes of operation of machine
aggregates, the technological processes (TP) that will be executed by
the machine aggregate are initially investigated. The main method of
research is modeling processes. Due to the fact that the process of
processes is influenced by a number of factors, many of which are
probabilistic, the adequacy of models for real processes can be
guaranteed only with the use of statistical simulation. Models are
developed based on empirical or predictable data.
To substantiate the rational technological complexes of
machines, the work of the whole set of machines that are part of the
complex is modeled. At the same time, both technological and
transport processes, which provide spatial displacement of seeds,
fertilizers and other technological materials and cultivated crop
between warehouses and machine aggregates, are modeled.
Due to the fact that the problem has a large dimension, it is
extremely complicated, and the interaction of its components both
internally and with the external environment is not sufficiently
studied, its research is carried out by means of decomposition into a
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number of tasks, which are:
 research of technologies of agricultural production and
requirements of agricultural machinery to the quality
and timing of technological operations in time and
space;
 research of machine processes, substantiation of
technological and structural parameters of a machine
and operating modes, which make it possible to fulfill
the requirements of agrotechnics to the quality of work
with minimal energy consumption:
 substantiation of technological complexes of machines that
enable mechanized production of the corresponding
type of agricultural products;
 research of the organizational structure of the agrarian
sector and determination of parameters of model farms
and demand function for cars of the corresponding type;
 substantiation of standardized series of machines, the use
of which will promote the production of agricultural
products with minimal cost in agrarian formations of
different sizes;
 substantiation of the structure of machine-tractor park of
model farms and technological need in technical means
of different functional purposes.
 identification of priority technical means, use of technical
progress in the industry and the production of
competitive agricultural products;
 research of the main directions of development of
scientific and technological progress in crop and
agricultural engineering, identification of priority
research and development works in the technical and
technological support of production of crop production.
The economic effect of the use of new technologies and
technology in agroindustrial production is estimated by the growth of
production volumes, reduction of labor costs and expenses of
material and technical resources and energy resources per unit of
production, minimizing the technogenic load on the environment. In
general, indicators of efficiency in agriculture are manifested in the
growth of crop yields and animal productivity, an increase in gross
output and characterized by cyclical growth and varying intensity.
A characteristic feature of the modern period of
development of agricultural production is to ensure the continuity
and rhythm of production processes, their adaptability to changing
natural and climatic conditions, increase resource and energy
efficiency, with the technical and operational-technological
characteristics of technology, its universalization. In these
conditions, the importance of controlling factors in technological and
production processes increases. The general direction of the
development of the technical and technological base of agricultural
production should be the creation and production of universal
machines equipped with automation tools that are easy to adapt to
the specific production conditions and requirements of agrotechnics
and ensure the implementation of technological processes in the
established agricultural machinery with the minimum possible costs
of energy resources for the production of safe products food.
On the basis of the above we can formulate the following
requirements for the development of material and technical basis of
the agrarian sector of the Ukrainian economy:
• universalization, multifunctionality of technical means;
• increase energy consistency and power of the new
generation of power modules, equipped with means of automatic
control and operating mode control, in particular control of technical
condition;
• creation and use of combined multi-operation machines
and multifunctional units, which ensure high quality of technological
operations;
• increasing the reliability of machines, reducing the time
and labor costs for technical and technological maintenance of
machinery and maintaining them in a state of technical readiness;
• creation and use of self-propelled machinery in
agricultural production processes;
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• consistency of technical and operational parameters of
machines and aggregates with the scope of work and timing of their
implementation.
These requirements include the development and
implementation of machine technology, the harmonization of
technical and operational parameters of machines with
characteristics of labor objects, their physical, agronomic and
zootechnical features.
CONCLUSIONS
The general direction of the development of the technical
and technological base of agricultural production should be the
creation and production of universal machines equipped with
automation tools that are easy to adapt to the specific production
conditionч1s and requirements of agrotechnics and ensure the
implementation of technological processes in the established
agricultural machinery with the minimum possible costs of energy
resources for the production of safe products food.
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Introduction
Further development of livestock to meet the growing
needs of the population in meat, milk and other products is possible
only if you create a strong feed base. An important reserve in
increasing the production of cheap and nutritious forage is
grasslands and pastures. As a result of unsystematic use of hayfields
and pastures and the lack of proper care for them, their yield is low.
The average yield of cultivated grasslands is 10,0…12,0 quintals,
and pastureland - 3,0…5,0 quintals of hay per 1 hectare.
Improving the productivity of hayfields and pastures is
achieved by carrying out measures for their superficial and radical
improvement. The radical improvement in the plowing of grass
stands, followed by the sowing of herbs, requires a large
expenditure of energy, labor and material and technical resources.
Therefore, in modern economic conditions, many peasant farms are
unable to improve haymaking and pastures using this technology.
The basis of foreign technologies for surface
improvement of grasslands and pastures is based on the methods of
mechanical processing of turf with a width of 3...6 cm, a distance
between the treated strips of 15...20 cm with the use of herbicides
during seeding [1]. However, the use of herbicides leads to
contamination of the feed and presents a rather serious
environmental hazard.
One of the most effective ways to increase the
productivity of grasslands and pastures is the surface improvement
by the method of band seeding of grass seed in the sod [2,3,4,5].
When sowing in the bands where the turf and grass stand are
destroyed by the cutter, more favorable conditions are created for
seed germination, for the survival and development of seedlings of
the sown grass, because the seeds fall into a well-prepared loose soil
and the competition of the grass stand to the emerged shoots as a
result of the processing of the turf is significantly weakened. Of
particular importance is the surface improvement for forage lands,
which cannot be plowed in arid areas due to the danger of wind
erosion (sandy soils).
According to the Institute of Agricultural Mechanization
of the Republic of Belarus, with a superficial improvement of the
meadows by strip seeding of grasses, the yield increase for 3-4
years is 25-30 quintals per hectare of dry mass, with costs 3-6 times
less than with a radical improvement [2].
Research by the Siberian Research Institute of Feed for
the improvement of degraded forb-grass hayfields revealed the
advantage of the strip method of sowing perennial legume grasses
with a width of 45 cm and an inter-strip space of 30 cm. The
mixture of seeds of alfalfa and clover was sown at a ratio of 1:1, the
seeding rate was 15 kg/ha to a depth of 1,5-2,5 cm. The yield of
grasses increased by 60-70% compared to the original herbage, and
the proportion of legumes was 30-35% [3].
In the Zonal Research Institute of Agriculture of the
North-East. N.V. Rudnitski developed new methods of two-way
band seeding of grass seed in the turf. The width of the
mechanically destroyed turf is 10-11 cm, the distance between the
axes of the strips is 22 cm, the width of the tape is 32-33 cm, the
distance between the axes of the tapes is 60...70 cm. Using the
developed technologies allows 1.7-2.0 times increasing of the
productivity of meadows and pastures, 2.5-3.0 times reducing the
consumption of fuel-lubricants, seeds and fertilizers [4]. With such
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parameters of the band seeding technology, 63 ... 68% of the total
area remains untreated.
In Kazakhstan, Kostanay branch of the Scientific
production center of agricultural engineering is engaged in the
improvement of old-aged seeded grass stands by the method of strip
seeding of herbs. The technological process of band seeding of
herbs with simultaneous decompaction of the root zone is carried
out by the instrument in the following sequence: strip
decomposition is performed to a depth of 30 cm, careful cutting of
the surface layer of the strip to 10 cm, pre-sowing and post-sowing
rolling, grass seed embedding. The width of the processed strip is
15 cm, and the distance between the centers of the strips is 70 cm.
The use of band seeding on an old-growing grass (agropyron) stand
allowed us to increase the average yield for three years by 1,7 times
[5]. The width of the raw bands is 55 cm, that is, 78% of the area
remains untreated.
Thus, when banding grass seeding, inter-band spaces, the
area of which makes up 50-78% of the whole area being improved,
remain untreated. In these untreated bands, due to soil compaction,
which is caused by the impact of equipment and animals, aeration
and water permeability deteriorate, resulting in reduced grass yield
One of the effective methods of increasing the air and
moisture permeability of the upper layer of turf is tillage of soil with
needle working tools, which helps to improve the aeration and
penetration of moisture into the soil.
To increase the efficiency of band seeding of herbs, it is
advisable to combine it with the aeration treatment of inter-lane
space, which ensures an increase in the yield of herbs.
Rotary needle harrows are widely used to care for
productive meadows and pastures in the Republic of Belarus [6].
Developed flat needle discs for heavy disc harrows BDT-2,5A and
BDT-3,0. During re-equipment of these harrows, the spherical cutout discs are replaced by needle-shaped ones. For less damage to
the turf, the minimum angle of attack of disk batteries is set in the
range of 6…100. In order to eliminate clogging of the needle in the
soil should be directed by the concave part in the direction of travel
of the unit.
In world practice, special tools with needle-like working
tools are used for deep aeration [7]. For example, in the USA,
pasture aerators from Agri-tech are used. The length of the teeth is
equal to 20 cm.
Conducting pasture aeration with needle disks:
- promotes penetration and accumulation of moisture in
the soil;
- increases the absorption of fertilizers by plants;
- softens the upper layers of the soil (up to 20 cm);
- eliminates the accumulation of water on the surface of
the meadow and reduces the flow of water;
- increases the yield of plants on hayfields and pastures;
- promotes deep penetration of the root system of plants;
- increases plant resistance to droughts.
Usually, it is advisable to carry out aeration of fodder
lands in early spring and at the same time it is necessary to carry out
the sowing of seeds of grass mixtures or certain types of grass.
Methods and results of research
In LLP "Scientific - Production Center of
Agroengineering" a technology (method) to improve pastures and
grasslands with strip grass seeding has been developed [8]. In
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spring or autumn, banding of grass seeds (usually legumes) is sown
into mechanically shredded strips of sod 10...12 cm wide.
Simultaneously with the strip grass seeding, there is also aeration
tillage of interband strip with natural vegetation and needle working
tools, forming discontinuous slots on the field surface. Formed slots
contribute to the accumulation of moisture during the spring
snowmelt and precipitation. With this treatment, the grass root
system is less damaged, the density and hardness of the soil
decrease, the air and water permeability are improved, which
contributes to the increase of the grass yield. Compared with deep
loosening of the soil - by ripping, the energy consumption in the
implementation of the proposed aeration treatment is much lower.
The proposed combined unit for improving pastures
(Figure 1) contains a frame 1 with supporting-driving wheels 2 and
a hinge mechanism 3, on which a bevel gear is set 4, a milling
section 5, a seed box 6 with sowing devices 7, a chain drive 8,
needle disks are mounted 9 for aeration tillage, press rollers 10. The
working bodies of the milling section 5 consist of two discs 11, on
which L-shaped knives 12 are mounted, which are covered by a
casing 13, in the back part of which seed direction guiding tool is
set 14 are connected with sowing machine 7. The needle-shaped
working tools for aeration tillage are made in the form of drums, on
which needles 15 are fixed. The pressure on the soil of the milling
section 5, the needle-shaped working tools 9 and the press rollers 10
are regulated by springs 16, 17 and 18, respectively. The milling
section is driven from tractor PTO by means of a cardan shaft and a
bevel gear 4.

Figure 2 - Sample of the combined unit

Figure 1 - Scheme of the combined unit
1 – frame, 2 – supporting-driving wheels, 3 – a hinge mechanism, 4
– bevel gear, 5 – milling section, 6 – seed box, 7 – wing device, 8 –
chain drive, 9 – needle disks, 10 – press rollers, 11 – discs, 12 –
knives, 13 – casing, 14 – seed direction guiding tool, 15 – needles,
16, 17, 18 – springs
The combined unit operates as follows. When the
milling section 5 is buried to the required depth, the L-shaped
knives 12, driven from the tractor PTO shaft through the propeller
shaft and the bevel gear 4, rotate in the direction of movement,
crush the turf in 10...12 cm wide strips. Seeding is made from seed
box 6 by sowing devices 7, receiving the drive from the supportdriving wheels 2 by a chain drive 8 and seed direction guiding tool
14. Next, the soil of the seeded strip is compacted by the press
rollers 10. In the interband area when rolling needle working bodies
9 needles 15 are buried in the soil under the action of their own
weight and the spring 17 and create intermittent cracks. Such
aeration treatment provides softening of the upper soil layers,
improving the air permeability and permeability of the soil and
contributes to increasing the yield of grass stands.
To carry out experimental studies of the working bodies, a
prototype of a combined unit for improving pastures has been
designed and manufactured (Figure 2).
The milling section for strip tillage consists of a closed
chain drive, on the driven shaft of which on both sides there are two
double-disk mills with L-shaped knives, covered with a casing. The
pressure on the soil of the milling section is regulated by a spring.
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Thanks to the articulated spring suspension, the milling
section has the ability to oscillate in a longitudinal-vertical plane,
therefore, in the process of work, it copies the field relief well.
Changing the frequency of rotation of two-disk milling working
bodies in the range of 340...540 r/min at the frequency of rotation of
the tractor PTO 540 r/min is carried out by interchangeable
sprockets (number of teeth Z = 12; 15; 17; 19) chain transmission.
The working process of milling is as follows. Rotational
movement from the tractor PTO through the cardan transmission,
bevel gear, open chain drive and closed chain gear is transmitted to
two double-disk milling workers of the body, which loosen two
strips 10...12 cm wide to a depth of 6...8 cm. The width of raw rows
between the rows depending on the arrangement of two-disk milling
working bodies, ranges from 24...48 cm.
For aeration processing of inter-band space, needle
working bodies made in the form of flat disks with needles.
The parameters of the working body: the diameter of the
discs is 200 mm, the length of the needles is 110 mm and the
diameter of the needles is 20 mm, the number of needles on one
disc is 12. (The needle-shaped working members are attached to the
frame by means of a hinge-drive group and are spring-loaded. Three
disks form one section installed in inter-band space.
When the machine moves along the stubble field, the
needle disks, rolling, are buried in the soil under the action of the
spring force and its own weight and form holes on the surface of the
field.
Laboratory field studies of the model of the combined unit
were carried out in the "Astan" farm of the Karasay district of the
Almaty region. Research conditions were as follows: the type of
soil - light chestnut loam, the soil background - a stubble of ageaged alfalfa with moisture in a layer of 0...5 cm – 13,2%, in a layer
of 5...10 cm – 14,1%, in a layer of 10...15 cm – 15,2%. The
hardness of the soil in layers: 0...5 cm – 3,27 MPa, 5...10 cm – 3,65
MPa, 10...15 cm – 3,43 MPa, 15...20 cm – 3,59 MPa.
The main parameters of the milling working body:
diameter of the milling drum 0.40 m; the number of knives on one
disk Z = 4; feed for one knife S = 0.05 m. To ensure this feed at a
speed of 1,7 m/s, the number of revolutions of the cutter should be
at least 510 r/min.
In the process of research with the aim of assessing the
energy performance of the milling section, the following were
recorded: torque - with the TRE-50K sensor, PTO speed of the
tractor - with the BC-401 speed sensor.
Processing and analysis of the results of experimental
studies in the field shows that the magnitude of the torque depends
on the frequency of rotation of the milling tool and the translational
speed of the unit. So, when processing the milling section of two
lanes 12 cm wide to a depth of 7,5…8 cm with a mill rotational
speed of 46,7 rad/s and a working speed of the unit of 5,9 km/h, the
power consumption was 9,3 kW.
One of the most important conditions for the cultivation
of grassland grasses on gouged backgrounds is to ensure such a
degree of crushing of the soil, at which the proportion of
agronomically valuable fractions (particles and lumps less than 25
mm in size) makes up more than 70% of the total mass of the
sample taken. Usually this is achieved with small feeds to the knife,
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which limits the possibility of increasing the translational speed of
the milling, and hence its performance. Improving the performance
of the milling machine with the required degree of crumbling of the
soil is associated with a simultaneous increase in both the
translational and peripheral speeds of the working bodies. But with
increasing speeds, energy costs increase. To reduce the energy
performance of milling workers, the maximum possible feed rate
per knife should be chosen, which is allowed by agrotechnical
requirements for soil crumbling rates.
Important parameters of the band seeding of grass in the
grass of hayfields and pastures are the width and depth of the
cultivated and sown strips and the distance between them. The
width of the strip when tilling the soil with a milling working body
with L-shaped knives was determined by measuring the distance
between the walls of the strip in a plane perpendicular to the
direction of milling and parallel to the field surface. The depth of
treatment was measured from the surface of the field to the bottom
of the strip with a ruler with a scale value of 0.001 m.
As a result of experimental studies, it was found that the
width of the strip is stable and is 0,12 m, and the milling depth is
0,073…0,080m (Figure 3). When the two-disk milling unit is
working, the strips are even, there was no tearing of pieces of turf
from the edges of the strips by L-shaped knives. The content of soil
fractions in the treated strips with dimensions less than 25 mm was
89% (according to agrotechnical requirements it should be not less
than 70%)

Conclusion
The proposed method for improving grasslands and
pastures, including strip chopping of sod, sowing grass seeds in
strips, post-sowing soil compaction and aeration processing
between lanes, provides an increase in the yield of herbs not only by
rejuvenating the grass stand, but also by improving the soil waterair regime interstrip space.
Energy evaluation of the milling section, carried out at an
aggregate movement speed of 5.9 km / h, showed that when the soil
moisture is 16,7…17,8% of the soil hardness 3,40…3,65MPa, the
width of the processed strips is 12 cm and the depth of processing
7...8 cm power on the drive is 10.5 kW.
Needle working tools with parameters: needle tip
diameter - 420 mm, needle length - 110 mm, needle thickness - 8
mm, the number of needles on one disc - 12 when loaded on one
disc 300...320 N loosen the top layer of turf to a depth of 4,5…5,0
cm. To ensure the required depth of 10 cm of soil aeration, it is
necessary to provide a load on one needle-like organ of at least 600
N.
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SUMMARY: Analysis of meteorological factors shows that the temperature sums during the vegetation of the main crops grow but are
relatively stable, ie. they are not a limiting factor for their normal growth and development. Rainfall, however, in terms of quantity and
distribution changes in a considerably wider range over ten days periods, months and years. The instability of this meteorological factor
predetermines irrigation as a major event of the agro-technical complex, which is decisive for the achievement of high and sustainable
yields.
Increasing water deficit requires the use of water-saving irrigation technologies in the practice of irrigated agriculture and the
conduct of research to optimize irrigation regimes in order to increase the efficiency of irrigation water used. One of the ways to achieve this
goal is irrigation with reduced irrigation norms while preserving the number of waterings. The advantage of these reduced irrigation regimes
is the saving of water at acceptable yield losses. Their application is warranted when there is a possibility of accurate dosing of irrigation
water and the irrigations are of low cost.
In order to establish the irrigation regime of apples in drip irrigation, field experiments were carried out on the Chelopechene-Sofia
experimental field. Irrigation is carried out with a drop in pre-watering humidity to 85% of WHC and variants irrigated by a reduction of
irrigation rate with 20% and 40% compared to the variant irrigated at 100% WHC and non-irrigated variant.
The conducted irrigated regimes during the years have had an impact on the yields obtained, with the highest results being obtained
for the irrigated variants with 100% irrigation rate and the lowest for the non-irrigated variants. The largest increase in yield was obtained in
2004 (characterized as dry), which is with 55% (apples) more than non-irrigated variants, and the smallest increase of 25% (apples) was
obtained during the humid 2005.
1. Non-irrigated option
2. Watering with irrigation rate 100% M;
3. Watering with irrigation rate of 80% M;
4. Watering irrigation rate 60% М.

INTRODUCTION
To determine the impact of drought on crop yields, yields
are compared in irrigated and non-irrigated conditions. Thus, the
impact of meteorological indicators on the development of crops
during their vegetation period, according to the biological and
physiological requirements during their individual development
phases, is taken into account.
The optimal irrigation and irrigation norms mentioned in
the literature are moving widely (Dochev, 1983) due to the
dependence of these parameters on soil-climatic conditions, age,
applied cultivation technology (Keeler, J., D. Karmelli, 1974).
(Lazarov et al., 1982). (Kirilov, K., 1994) offer the best
prerequisites for the application of the so- called broken irrigation
regime by reducing the size of irrigation rates.
The advantage of these reduced irrigation regimes is the
saving of water at acceptable yield losses. Their application is
warranted when there is a possibility of accurate dosing of irrigation
water and the irrigations are of low cost.
From the world's and our local science, it has been found that from
applied techniques and technologies for irrigation of apples most
suitable for their biological requirements with maximum efficiency
of irrigation water is drip irrigation (Drupka, W., 1979). This mode
of irrigation ensures that you get biologically optimized yields with
high quality fruits and significant water savings. (Dochev, 1983),
(Kuiesza, W., 1973)

Irrigation was carried out by surface drip irrigation with drippers
KP - 4.6, perforated pipes between 0.60 m. The soil is leached
chromic forest, slightly sandy loam in the ore layer formed on the
base of an old delluvial cone of sediment materials. It is poorly
stocked with nitrogen, on average with phosphorus and well stocked
with potassium. On average, for the layer 0 - 60 cm, the soil has the
following water-physical properties: WHC = 22.1%, wilting point
humidity - 12.3% on absolute dry soil weight with WHC - 1.47 g /
cm3. For the soil layer 0 - 100 cm, the same indicators have values:
WHC - 21.8%, wilting point humidity - 12.3% and bulk density 1.50 cm3. The soil is suitable for growing apples.

Results
Meteorological conditions of the experiments
Regarding the amount and the distribution of rainfall
during the April-September vegetation period, the conditions during
the individual years are characterized by variety and appearance of
extremes. According to the provision of rainfall, defined in the
1956-2005 series (Table 1 and Figure 1a), three of the years - 2001,
2002 and 2005 are humid, one - 2003 - average and one - 2004 very dry. The July-August period for two of the years 2001 and
2004 is very dry, for two - 2002 and 2005 - humid and for one 2003 - with average conditions (Table 1 and Fig.1 A humid spring
was observed in 2001 and 2003, and a humid autumn in 2002.
Summer droughts lasting more than ten days were observed
throughout all the years of the surveyed period. Their manifestation
is mainly in June (2002, 2003, 2004 and 2005), and only in two
years (2001 and 2002) - in July. For some ten days periods in the
years 2002, 2003 and 2005, the 10-day sums significantly exceeded
the average multi-annual.

The aim of the paper is to determine the influence of irrigation
regimes on the yields of drip-irrigation grown apples in years with
different weather conditions.
Material and method
In order to determine the influence of the irrigation regimes on the
yields of dropped apples, studies of the experimental field of
"Pushkarov" Institute - Chelopechene - Sofia (2001-2005) were
carried out.
The following options were tested:
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Table 1. Rainfall over apple vegetation period (2001-2005)
Periods
Year
м. ІV – ІХ
Average multi-annual
м. VІІ – VІІІ
Average multi-annual

2001
358
365
75
110

Total rainfall, mm
2002
2003
2004
418
329
258
365
365
365
158
104
73
110
110
110

2005
765
365
400
110

2001
37,1
76,8
-

Rainfall factor security,%
2002
2003
2004
17,3
59
94,6
9,3
47
74,8
-

2005
1,4
1,4

b/
a/

Fig. 2. Coverage of the temperature sums for the fifty-year series
(1956-2005) for the periods: a) April-September; b) July-August
b/
The need for irrigation to maintain optimum soil moisture
in the 0-60 cm layer is mainly due to the quantity and distribution of
rainfall during the vegetation period of the crop. The irrigations are
realized with a decrease of the soil moisture in the layer 0-60 cm
below 85% of the WHC.
The results of the five-year study show that the number of
irrigations and the irrigation rate is determined by the weather
conditions (precipitation) in individual years, with the number of
irrigations for apples varies from 14 to 20.
The results obtained for the apple harvest during the
various humid years show the influence of the irrigation regimes on
its size. The greatest increase in yields was obtained during dry
years (the July-August period for two years - 2001 and 2004 is very
dry). The increase in yields is 55% (apples) more than the nonirrigated option, and the smallest increase of 25% (apples) was
obtained during the humid 2005.
The irrigated regimes during the years also affected the
yields obtained. Highest yields were obtained in the variants
irrigated with 100% irrigation rate of 2087 kg / dca (apples) and the
lowest in non-irrigated variants 1266 kg / dca (apples). Lowering
the irrigation rate by 20 and 40% resulted in a 7% and 14%
reduction in apple yields (Table 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).
Of the tested irrigation regimes, most suitable biologically
is the irrigation regime with the implementation of a 100%
irrigation rate, which is recommended with a good water supply. In
the case of a occurring water deficit, apply irrigation regime with a
20% reduction of the irrigation rate, where satisfactory yields are
obtained.

Fig. 1 Coverage curves for the fifty-year series (1956-2005) for the
periods: (a) April to September; b) July-August
Air temperature and deficiency of water vapor saturation
in the air affect the life cycle rates of the plant, including on the
intensity of photosynthesis. The temperature sums for both the
April-September and the July-August vegetation periods show that
without exception the years are warm (Figure 2). In 2002 conditions
were close to the average. The same shows the dynamics of ten-day
period temperatures compared to the average of the 1901-2005
averages. The smallest deviations are observed in 2001. The values
for August and September 2002 are below the norms for these
months. The ten-day period temperatures over the whole growing
season of 2003, 2004 and 2005 significantly exceeded the relevant
norms.
a/
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Table 2. Yields of apples in drip irrigation conditions in the region of Sofia
Years
Variant
No
irrigation
100%М
80% М
60% М

2001
Yield
kg/dka
1567

Relative
yield,%
100

2002
Yield
kg/dka
704

Relative
yield %
100

2003
Yield
kg/dka
1135

Relative
yield, %
100

2004
Yield
kg/dka
855

Relative
yield, %
100

2005
Yield
kg/dka
2070

Relative
yield, %
100

2122
2053
2004

135
131
128

1769
1603
1421

251
228
202

1945
1828
1712

156
143
135

1866
1681
1459

218
196
170

2737
2592
2444

132
125
118

Conclusions

2250
2000

1. The analysis of meteorological factors shows that the rainfall in
the country is insufficient to satisfy the plants' requirements of soil
moisture and the ten-day temperature values over the whole
vegetation period exceed the respective norms. This requires
optimization of the irrigation regime and the use of water-saving
technologies for irrigation in the production of apples.
2. The highest increase in apple yields with irrigation was obtained
during the dry years, which is 55% more than the non-irrigated
option, and the smallest increase by 25% - during the humid 2005.
The reduction of the irrigation rate by 20 and 40 % has led to a
reduction in apple yields of 7% to 14%.
3. From the tested irrigation regimes biologically the most suitable
is the irrigation regime with the implementation of a 100%
irrigation rate, which is recommended under conditions of good
water supply. In case of water deficit, the application of irrigation
regime with a 20% reduction of the irrigation rate gives acceptable
results.
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No irrigation
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Table 3. Yields of apples in drip irrigation conditions average for
the period 2001-2005.
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Fig.4. Relative yields of apples in drip irrigation conditions and
different irrigation rates, compared to the non-irrigated option,
average for the period 2001-2005
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